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ABSTRACT 

The results of a study to model a circular mine 

shaft constructed in a time-dependent medium are presented. 

The construction sequence is considered as well as the time-

dependent properties of the media around the shaft. The 

loads acting on the shaft liner are due to excavation of the 

shaft material and to the loads relieved from the media onto 

the liner. The results show the importance of considering 

the time-dependent behavior of media. 

The analysis was carried out using the Finite Element 

Method. Axisymmetric triangular and quadrilateral elements 

were used to model the medium, and axisymmetric shell ele

ments were used to model the liner. The construction se

quence was modeled by analyzing the system under small load 

increments where each load increment represents a construc

tion step. The time behavior was modeled by using the ini

tial strain method, which assigns a different strain value 

for each element in the medium. The strains are transferred 

to stresses and then to forces, and an incremental process 

is started to cover the time range desired. 

The results for a 400-foot shaft are shown, and chan

ges in liner stresses were monitored as time passes. Differ

ent rock materials were modeled by using different constants 

x 
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in the creep law. Some materials showed significant changes 

in the results, and others did not. The liner horizontal 

displacement, and horizontal and vertical stresses increased 

when material constants for rock salt and anhydrite were 

used. Stresses in the elements adjacent to the liner de

creased as time passed by, and some even went into a tensile 

stress state. 

A comparison between two solutions, one representing 

a multi-step construction sequence and another representing 

an instantaneous construction of the lined shaft, showed 

that liner stresses are much higher when the construction 

sequence is not modeled. This is due to the fact that when 

the excavation is modeled the forces representing the con

struction sequence are applied to the medium. In the other 

case, the forces are directly applied to the liner. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The main function of a shaft is to transport men, 

supplies, ore, and waste to and from the mine. Some shafts 

are used for ventilation purposes, pumping water, or as a 

space in which compressed-air pipes and electric wires are 

laid (Lewis, 1941). Sometimes shafts are used at first for 

mine development and initial production and can later be 

converted to a ventilation service or an escape shaft. 

Types of Shafts 

Shafts can be either vertical or inclined and have 

different cross-sections. Inclined shafts usually have 

rectangular cross-sections. Vertical shafts may be circular, 

rectangular, square, octagonal, or elliptical. In the United 

States, rectangular metal mine shafts are common, where 

circular shafts are more common in other countries. Circular 

shafts cost less than rectangular shafts because of the 

difficulties of blasting the corners. Circular shafts have 

a considerable part of the area that is not utilized except 

for passing air currents. 

1 
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Shaft Drilling 

Mine shafts are widely used nowadays due to the new 

technologies in drilling equipment. The use of large diam

eter mine shafts started in Europe about 1850 (Cobbs and 

Reeder, 1973). Germany and the Netherlands were the first 

countries to use drilled shafts in the mining industries. 

Shaft drilling in the past used cable tools, which is known 

as the churn-drilling technique. This technique put a 

limitation on the diameter and the depth of the shaft. 

The first rotary shaft drilling utilized the calyx 

method. This method forms a core by cutting a circular kerf 

using steel shot rolling between a cutting shoe and the 

rock. The core removal can be accomplished by hand mucking 

or by using a small explosive charge in the kerf near the 

base of the core. 

The next development was the full-face rotary dril

ling equipment. There are two categories in which full-

face rotary drilling can be classified: blind drilling and 

rise drilling (Cobbs and Reeders, 1973). The main differ

ence is that in blind drilling the hole is drilled without 

access to the underground target. In rise drilling, access 

to the target area has to be established first by means of 

a pilot hole, and then reaming to the final diameter. Rise 

drilling is the most common technique used nowadays, and 

there are 25 to 30 rise-drilling machines operating in the 
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United States. There are less than 10 blind-drilling pieces 

of equipment. Rise drilling has the advantage of being 

faster and less expensive than the other technique. 

Objective of the Research 

Shafts and tunnels have been used in engineering 

applications for a long time. The methods of analysis have 

been changing with advancement of knowledge in the field of 

engineering. The recent development of computers has helped 

a lot in advancing numerical methods of analysis and design. 

The Finite Element Method (F.E.M.) is one result of this 

development. The design of a mine shaft is of great import

ance because of its cost, size, and life time. The cost of 

such a project usually makes it justifiable to use whatever 

tools are available to develop the most accurate analysis. 

This study deals with the effects of time-dependent 

behavior and construction method on a vertical circular 

shaft. The calculated liner stresses of such a shaft depend 

on whether the construction method is considered or not. 

Usually these stresses are lower when considering the con

struction sequence. The consideration of time-dependency 

of the media would usually increase those stresses. 

The effect of the interaction of these factors is 

to be determined and analyzed. The results of this analysis 

will be compared to the results of other analyses where only 

one or none of the above factors are considered. 
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This study was motivated by a statement by Pariseau 

(1977) in a paper which studied the support loads for under

ground mine openings. The statement was: "The actual dis

placements are quite small with respect to the stresses 

induced in the liner, a few psi at the most. The liner is 

therefore cosmetic; it serves no genuine support purpose" 

(p. 104). If this were the case, why it is ever necessary 

to install a liner. The average life of a mine shaft is 

fifty years, and the stresses in the liner are not going to 

stay the same over this period of time. 

The liner function is to support the loads that are 

going to be induced due to the relief of stresses in the 

surrounding media. The relief could be caused by many fac

tors such as crack developments, water seepage, time-dependent 

behavior of the media, and mining activities. 

This study is an analysis of a circular underground 

mine shaft, to show how stresses in the media and the liner 

of such a shaft are related. The analysis is done by using 

a numerical technique called the Finite Element Method. 

The program SSI (Sogge, 1974) was modified to accom

modate the necessary changes needed to accomplish this. 

Some of these changes were the addition of an axisymmetric 

triangular element, axisymmetric quadrilateral element, and 

axisymmetric shell element. Also, an incremental process 

was introduced to model the time-dependent behavior of the 

media. 



There have been some studies in the past where time 

dependent behavior was studied via analytical or numerical 

methods (Gnirk and Johnson, 1964). Other studies were made 

on the effect of construction sequence on the stress state 

of a model (Pariseau, 1977). This study combines the two 

considerations. 

The results of this research will show the redis

tribution of stresses in the shaft liner and media. They 

will show the magnitude of liner stress increase due to 

considering the time-dependent behavior of the media. Thes 

results will help in obtaining a better shaft design. 

To check and evaluate this study, a number of prob

lems were solved. Time constants representing different 

rock types were used. The results of these problems are 

shown in the coming chapters, and the effect of the mesh 

size and time intervals are discussed in detail. The re

sults of the construction sequence analysis are checked 

against Pariseau's (1977) results. Recommendations are 

made for future studies and for the expansion of this study 

to include other analytical aspects. A complete listing 

of the program is given in Appendix C. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Shafts 

More new mine shafts are being drilled nowadays 

because of the need of more earth resources and the new 

technologies in drilling equipment. Different countries use 

different drilling techniques and equipment in shaft sinking. 

For example, in South Africa the maximum rate of shaft sink

ing is 1,251 feet per month where the American rate is 100 

feet per month. To better understand the most efficient 

method of shaft sinking and design, there is a need to study 

the existing shafts around the world and compare different 

methods of shaft installation. 

Cornish (1967) published a paper that gives impor

tant statistics on important vertical shafts that have been 

sunk since World War II. The paper gives information on 

95 different shafts sunk around the world. The information 

given includes data such as owner, shaft name, location, 

contract type, purpose, depth, rock formation, liner thick

ness, and total cost. The data includes a range of shaft 

sizes: the largest shaft is 7,428 feet deep and has a 

6 



diameter of 24 feet, and the smallest is 206 feet deep and 

has a diameter of 8 feet. 

Cobbes and Reeder (1973) give a complete discussion 

on the state-of-the-art in shaft drilling. They discuss 

the history of shaft drilling, drilling equipment, material 

classifications, safety of drilling, and the different 

methods of selecting a drilling technique. They give some 

technical information on drilling equipment, site prepara

tions, shaft lining and dewatering equipment. A table 

describing 123 shafts sunk in the United States in the per

iod 1936-1972 is given. 

Onika (1972), in his book "Excavation of Mine Open

ings," devotes eight chapters to different drilling tech

niques. Among the topics discussed is the use of explosives 

in driving mine openings. His book is a good reference on 

the Russian experience in the field. 

Sinking and Lining Cycles 

There are two common methods of sinking and lining 

cycles in use at the present time (Cummins and Given, 1973). 

They are the American lining cycle and the South African. 

The American cycle consists of drilling, shooting 

and mucking the shaft until a certain depth is reached. 

Concrete is then poured to line the previous excavated area. 

The cycle is repeated by sinking and then lining. The South 
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African method is different because concrete lining and 

shaft drilling are done simultaneously. The advantage of 

this method is that a high rate of sinking is achieved, but 

it requires the use of many types of different equipment in 

a very small place. 

Support Requirements 

There are three kinds of support materials that are 

usually used to support a mine shaft. These are timber, 

concrete and steel, or a combination of them. Traditional 

methods used timber for support and compartment division. 

Timber sets provide flexibility because the set spacing can 

be changed easily according to the ground condition encount

ered. In some cases, where the ground is very weak, concrete 

can be used behind the timber set for support. Steel is 

used in some shafts, either as a steel set or as a steel 

liner in circular shafts. Today, concrete circular liners 

are very common. In South Africa, almost all shafts in

stalled are circular concrete-lined. These shafts have 

numerous advantages such as best sinking time, low mainten

ance, ease of water control, and the flexibility of changing 

the shaft to a ventilation shaft without any modification 

to the structure. 

Brockenbrough (1975) published a paper on the use 

of steel liners in deep mine shafts. He discussed the 
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advantages of using steel liners for both rectangular and 

circular shafts. Some of the advantages given are strength, 

resistance to deterioration, and the noncombustible nature. 

Design Considerations 

When designing a mine shaft it is important to 

consider the following items (Cummins and Given, 1973). 

1. Installation from surface or underground 

2. Vertical or inclined shaft 

3. Tonnage to be hoisted 

4. Size of mining equipment to be lowered through the 

shaft to the underground workings 

5. Amount of water to be handled in the mining operation 

6. Ventilation requirements 

7. Type of ground the shaft is to be sunk through 

8. Position of shaft with relation to ore body 

9. Shaft shape 

10. Shaft size 

Methods of Analysis 

Traditional methods of shaft analysis have been 

developed by Westergaard (1940) and Terzaghi (1943). Their 

theories are derived from the classical Rankine theory. 

Terzaghi asstimes that the shaft material is made of heavy 

liquid that has a unit weight equal to KQT» and the forces 

acting at any point are due to the weight of the medium and 
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the pressures exerted by the heavy liquid. The sum of these 

forces is equal to the initial state of stress, and the 

excavation effect is identical to pumping the liquid out of 

the cylindrical hole whose dimensions are equal to those of 

the shaft. The results of this analysis are: 

az = yz (2.1) 

2 

°r = KoYZ<1 _ "§> (2-2> 
r 
r2 

a0 = Kva(l + -§) (2.3) 
r 

T =0 (2.4) 
rz 

where 

az, ar, = vertical, radial and tangential stress 

components 

y = unit weight of medium 

z = vertical coordinate 

r = horizontal distance from the centerline 

of the shaft 

r = radius of the shaft o 

KQ = N = coefficient of earth pressure at rest 

Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of stresses in the 

soil element adjacent to the shaft. Westergaard (1940) has 

obtained the same results using stress functions and the 

equations of equilibrium. 
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T2 

Figure 2.1. Stresses around a circular shaft 
under an axisymmetric stress field 
(after Trollope, 1970). 
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Other investigators have worked on the analytical 

theory of shaft design. Murty (1971) worked with Terzaghi's 

equation using a modified mathematical approach to analyze 

shafts in sand. He produced a set of graphs that are help

ful in finding the earth pressure on the walls of shafts 

excavated in sands. 

Trollope (1970) discussed the stability of deep cir

cular shafts in hard rock. In his study he discussed two 

failure criteria, the Mohr-Coulomb and the effective tensile 

stress criteria. He also developed a relationship between 

the critical depth of the shaft and the unconfined compres

sive strength of the rock 

cr (psi) 
Zcrit(ft) " ! + 2K (2'5> 

where 

crc = unconfined compressive strength 

N = ratio between lateral and vertical principal 

stresses 

Prater (1977) reviewed the different theories of 

earth pressure on shaft linings. His paper is divided in 

two parts; one deals with cohesionless soils and the other 

deals with cohesive soil "<}> = 0." He presents a set of 

graphs where the earth pressure on the liner is found by 
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entering the physical properties of the media and the shaft 

geometry. Horvath (1971) published a paper on the calcula

tion of rock pressure in shafts and roadways of circular 

section. He used the distortion theory in the development 

of his results. The stresses around the shaft for b < r < 8b 

are: 

- —— Hy[l - (£)2] (2.6) 
r 1 - v r 

cr0 = —2— Hy[ 1 + (£)2] (2.7) 
y 1 - v r 

cz = Hy (2.8) 

^r0 =0 (2.9) 

where 

o , 0q, °z " radial, tangential and vertical stress 

components 

v = Poisson's ratio 

H = vertical coordinate 

y = unit weight of the medium 

b = radius of the shaft 

r = horizontal distance from the centerline 

Stresses on the liner are: 

°r = p 

°e - -p + r^r 

(2 .10 )  

(2.11) 
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oz = Hy (2.13) 

Tr0 = 0 (2.14) 

where 

P - "(1"3V)2 + ̂ p]1/2 (2.15) 

and 

Oy = yield stress of the rock 

Abel, Dowis and Richards (1979) published a paper on 

concrete shaft lining design. They compared the results of 

different analytical solutions to the measurements made at 

Mt. Taylor Mine. They found that Talobre equations checked 

best with measurements. Talobre equation for the applied 

radial stress on the liner in brittle rock is: 

o = o„ (1 - sin a.)](f)(tan B_1) (2.16) 
r tan* H R 

tan$ 

Terzaghi (1943) presented the following equation for 

the applied radial stresses on the liner in plastic rock: 

a - [a + ^2 ](§)(tan e~1) (2.17) 
r n (tan P - 1) R 

_ qo 

(tan 0-1) 
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where 

ar = radial stress applied on the liner 

tanfi - passive pressure coefficient 

$ = angle of friction 

= horizontal ground stress 

0Q = rock uniaxial compression strength 

r = shaft radius 

R = relaxed zone radius 

c = rock cohesion 

The measurements were made by using strain cells at 

three depths: 940 feet, 2,030 feet, and 3,030 feet. The 

measured strains in the concrete liner were converted to 

stresses and then compared to the analytical results. 

Ostrowski (1972) discussed the importance of the 

knowledge of the underground condition. He explained that 

the factor of safety in shaft liner design is usually high 

because of the uncertainties involved in the assumptions of 

the environmental conditions. As a solution to this problem, 

he suggested extensive testing and the use of previously 

obtained data from other existing structures in the area. 

The ground-structure interaction is best shown by 

the characteristic curves in Figure 2.2. The stiffer the 

support relative to the ground, the greater will be the load 

on the support. The ground-structure interaction in a shaft 

problem can be treated similar to the interaction in tunnel 
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. r- Support 

kg° Ground Stiffness 

• Ground 

Ground 

Figure 2.2. Characteristic curves for ground-
support interaction (after 
Einstein and Schwartz, 1979). 
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problems. Burns and Richard (1964) developed the relative 

stiffness solution for buried culverts. They considered 

the two cases of full-slip and no-slip at the ground-support 

interface. 

Einstein and Schwartz (1979) published a paper on 

the analysis of tunnel supports. They developed a simpli

fied method to analyze tunnel supports, considering the 

ground-support interaction. The results are given in design 

graphs that give values of thrust, moment and displacement 

for different ground and support characteristics. 

Other investigators used numerical methods to cal

culate the earth pressure on shaft linings. Aiyer (1969) 

made an analytical study of the time-dependent behavior of 

underground openings. In his method of analysis he used a 

numerical iterative procedure to solve the nonlinear differ

ential equations encountered in the analysis. He presented 

the results of 92 specific problems at the end of his study. 

The Finite Element Method (F.E.M.) has been used by 

many investigators to analyze shaft liner stresses. Among 

those, Pariseau (1977) used a F.E.M. program to simulate 

the construction sequence of a mine shaft. Heuze and Barbour 

(1979) analyzed the problem of circular shafts in sedimen

tary rocks. In their analyses they developed a special 

axisymmetric joint finite element. This element is helpful 
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in modeling the joints along sedimentary lines. Diller*, 

Fellner and Dendrou (1979) published a paper on using a two-

dimensional F.E.M. to model the rock/structure interaction 

of a lined underground opening. They discussed the use of 

an overlapping layer technique to incorporate the initial 

closure into the solution. This method enabled them to model 

the excavation sequence by way of incorporating the initial 

closure parameters in the cross-sectional analysis. 

Time-Dependent Materials 

The literature review for the modeling of time-

dependent material is given in Chapter 4. This chapter 

includes the traditional models, empirical formulas and the 

method of converting some of the empirical formulas to be 

used in this study. 



CHAPTER 3 

FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM 

The finite element program used in this study is a 

modified version of the program SSI, "soil-structure inter

action," written by Sogge (1974) for the study of anchored 

bulkhead behavior. This program, although developed for 

studying bulkhead behavior, is a general two-dimensional 

finite element program. The program was modified to be used 

in the study of underground shafts in time-dependent media. 

Program Capabilities 

Program SSI is a plane strain two-dimensional finite 

element program. It has the capability of modeling con

struction sequence by activating or deactivating elements, 

depending on whether excavation or filling is modeled. This 

capacity can be utilized in modeling the sinking and lining 

cycles of mine shaft installation. 

The plane strain triangular and quadrilateral ele

ments are helpful in modeling a plane-strain problem. Those 

elements were not used in this study, but were very helpful 

in guiding the development of the axisymmetric elements. 

The capacity to model "no-tension" materials, al

though not sophisticated, was simplified to reduce the total 

19 
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number of required iterations. Other parts of the program 

were used with minor or no modifications. Such parts are 

the storing, condensation, and equation-solver routines. 

Modifications and Additions 

The axisymmetric elements such as the triangle or 

the quadrilateral have great advantages in modeling a solid 

body of revolution. The derivation of these elements is 

similar to that of plane elements. There are a number of 

references that describe the use and the theory behind these 

elements (Wilson, 1965; Raju and Rao, 1969; Utku, 1968; and 

Clough and Rashid, 1965). In Appendix A, a complete descrip

tion of the steps required to develop these elements is given. 

The Triangular Element 

The axisymmetric triangular element has three nodes. 

Each node has two degrees of freedom (u and v) in the radial 

and vertical directions. Each triangle is revolved 360° 

about the axis of symmetry, creating an actual complete ring. 

The nodal points on the element are in reality circular lines 

in plan view. Thus, this element can be used to describe any 

body of revolution around an axis of symmetry, which makes 

it very representative of the problem of a circular shaft. 

A section of a solid body is shown in Figure 3.1, 

where the triangular element and the volume it represents 
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HP) 

Figure 3.1. Element of an axisymmetric solid 
(after Zienkiewicz, 1977). 
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are shown. Due to symmetry, the displacement in the tan

gential direction does not exist, and stresses and strains 

do not vary in the tangential direction. The state of 

strain, and therefore the state of stress in this element, 

can be defined completely from two displacement components 

in any plane section of the body along its axis of symmetry. 

From the previous properties it is clear that this element, 

although it can be used to represent a volume of solid, can 

be treated as a two-dimensional mathematical model. 

In deriving the element stiffness matrix, an integral 

needs to be evaluated; Zienkiewicz (1977) gives an important 

discussion about choosing a method of integretion to obtain 

the element stiffness matrix. He says a more elaborate 

numerical integration scheme can be used to evaluate the 

integrand at several points of the triangle. If the numeri

cal method is chosen such that the volume of the triangle 

is determined exactly, the solution will converge to the 

exact answer. The method used here yields the exact volume 

of a body of revolution by taking the product of the area 

and the path swept around its centroid. This simple approx

imation proved to be superior to any exact integration 

because of the occurrence of a logarithmic term in the exact 

formulation. This result comes about from the evaluation of 

the term XTI Cr̂ /rm)• When the element is far from the axis of 
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symmetry this ratio is close to unity and the evaluation 

of the logarithm is inaccurate. 

The Quadrilateral Element 

The quadrilateral element consists of four triangles 

in which the central point is eliminated and its stiffness 

distributed to the outer four points. Figure 3.2 shows the 

element and how it is broken into the four triangles. The 

coordinates of the central node are obtained by averaging the 

coordinates of the four nodes. Each of these triangles is 

treated separately and then the stiffness matrix for the 

quadrilateral is obtained by summing the four stiffness 

matrices and condensing them in such a way that the stiff

ness contribution of the middle point is distributed to the 

outer four points. The advantage of using this element over 

the triangle is that fewer elements are used to model a 

problem without sacrificing the accuracy of the solution. 

The quadrilateral required the use of subroutine, COND, 

which condenses the five nodal points (10 d.o.f.) to four 

points (or 8 d.o.f.). 

The Shell Element 

The use of an axisymmetric shell element in modeling 

the shaft's liner is essential. Without it, the other choice 

would be to use many axisymmetric triangles to account for 

the bending stresses in the liner. The first paper to 
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Figure 3.2. Quadrilateral element. 
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introduce this element was presented by Grafton and Strome 

(1963). They derive the stiffness matrix using the direct 

approach of displacement functions, and the stiffness mat

rix is given explicitly. 

Another reference that discusses this element is 

Zienkiewicz (1977, chapter 14). As in all shell elements, 

there are two kinds of forces that occur, bending and in-

plane. These forces are described uniquely by a set of 

generalized strains which involve the extensions and curva

tures of the middle surface. 

Figure 3.3 shows the axisymmetric shell element and 

its six d.o.f.. Each node has axial, radial, and rotational 

displacements. Figure 3.4 shows the different stress re

sultants and loading displacements. The two components, u 

arid w, are the tangential and normal displacements of the 

middle surface. A complete description of the derivation of 

this element is given in Appendix B. 

Time-Dependent Analysis 

After adding the necessary axisymmetric elements to 

this program, an incremental process to model the time-

dependent behavior of this media was added. The initial 

strain method was used to accomplish this purpose, and a full 

explanation of the method and theory are given in Chapter 6. 

The inclusion of time-dependency along with construction 
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 ̂ H if 
Figure 3.3. An element of an axisymmetric 

shell (after Zienkiewicz, 1977). 



Axisymmetric shell and loading 
displacements and stress result
ants. -- Shell represented as a 
stress of conical frustra (after 
Zienkiewicz, 1977). 
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sequence required storing a lot of information. This is due 

to the fact that each construction is accomplished over a 

certain period of time, which requires the starting of a new 

time path for each construction step and thus a new solution 

is needed for every construction step at each time interval. 

Time-Dependent Analysis for the 
Axisymmetric Shell Element 

The shell element which was used to model the liner 

was not included in the time-dependent analysis. Liners are 

usually made of steel or reinforced concrete, which have a 

very small creep rate relative to the rock media. For this 

reason, the inclusion of the shell element in the time analy

sis would not affect the results. Khan and Fintal (1970) 

reported that the measured creep strain for an unreinforced 

20" x 49" column, made of a 5,000 psi concrete under a 1,335 

- 6  
kip load, was 262 x 10~ in/in. The time elapsed for this 

experiment was 293 days. When comparing this result to the 

results given in the equation for rock salt (Equation 

4.20), it is found that the ratio of creep strain is 37 

times higher for rock salt. The reinforcement of concrete 

would decrease the creep strain rate and make the concrete 

less essential to consider relative to the rock material. 

The inclusion of the shell element in the time-

dependent analysis would be similar to the procedure used 
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for the triangle and quadrilateral elements. When choosing 

a criteria for distributing a uniaxial creep strain state 

to a multiaxial strain state, the assumptions used should be 

in accordance with those of the shell theory. 

No-Tension Model 

Time-dependent materials have the tendency to relieve 

some of their loads to adjacent structures. In the case of 

shafts, these loads are picked up by the liners. Sometimes 

the unloading of the media could reach to a point where ten

sile stresses start to act on some elements. Those elements 

are usually close to the bottom of the shaft. Since most 

rock material can stand little or no tension, special con

sideration had to be made to alleviate the problem. 

The modeling of a "no-tension" material is discussed 

by Zienkiewicz, Valliappan and King (1968). Their method 

is based on redistribution of stresses among the elements 

until a state of no tension is reached. The procedure of 

using the method is as follows: 

1. Analyze the problem for isotropic elastic conditions 

and check where tensile principal stresses have 

developed. 

2. Assume an anisotropic elastic property with very 

small elastic modulus for the elements having ten

sile stresses. 
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3. Re-analyze the original problem using the new 

assumed properties and repeat steps 2 and 3 until 

a state of no tension is reached. 

The above procedure is the most logical one to use, 

but convergence cannot be guaranteed and usually is slow. 

For this reason, the paper suggested another approach called 

the stress transfer technique. The following steps explain 

how the new approach works: 

1. Analyze the problem as a linear elastic problem for 

boundary and structural loads and include initial 

stresses in the solution. 

2. Determine those elements where tension exists, and 

apply a force vector that would eliminate tensile 

stresses. 

3. Analyze the problem under the same properties using 

loads obtained in step 2. 

4. Check for tension. If it is still present, repeat 

steps 2 and 3 until there is no tension, or until 

there is no significant difference between old and 

new stresses with further iterations. 

The two methods of modeling a "no-tension" material 

are both good, but require an iterative solution which may 

be lengthy. To use either one in conjunction with the 

incremental time-dependent behavior would make the solution 
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extremely lengthy. For this reason a simpler approach was 

used to model for the "no-tension" materials without having 

to do any iterations. The procedure is, simply, as follows: 

1. After obtaining a solution, the average confining 

pressure (average of principal confining stresses) 

on each element is checked. If the average confin

ing pressure is tensile, the stresses in that ele

ment are eliminated and the elastic modulus is 

reduced to ten times atmospheric pressure. 

2. A warning message is printed to indicate that ele

ment number, and that it has reached a state of 

tensile stresses. 

This procedure, although it is not as complete as 

the other two given before it, serves the purpose of this 

study. To go into detailed analysis of tensile rock stresses 

and crack development is beyond the scope of this study. 

Factors that also need to be considered are the changes of 

the modulus of elasticity for compressive, tensile, and 

fractured states. The study of all these factors are not 

attempted here, and could be the topic for another study. 



CHAPTER 4 

CHOOSING CREEP EQUATIONS AND CONSTANTS 

In construction of engineering projects, it is 

important to include the time-dependent behavior in the 

design. If the materials used in the project were sensitive 

to time (i.e., had a high creep rate), special consideration 

should be given to accommodate this phenomenon. This is 

more important in projects with long life expectancies. An 

example of such projects is a mine shaft, where the average 

life is about 50 years. Mining shafts are constructed in 

different kinds of rocks or soils; therefore it is important 

to make a full investigation of the medium. If it proved to 

be highly time-dependent, then such a shaft should be designed 

with special consideration to this fact. 

Different materials have different time-dependent 

behavior properties which depend on many factors such as 

temperature, loading, stress level, and test procedures. 

The most common creep test is done by placing a sample of 

the tested material under an axial load and observing the 

change in length as time elapses. Plotting a strain-versus-

time curve yields a relationship between these two variables 

and the slope of the curve which represents the rate of 

32 
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change of strain. The strain rate is dependent on the 

stress level and temperature. 

Traditional methods tried to model such a behavior 

by introducing a viscosity term in the equation relating 

strain to stresses (Lama and Vutukuri, 1978). Many differ

ent combinations of an elastic spring and a viscous dash 

pot have been tried. The total strain of any such combina

tion is due to the instantaneous (elastic) strain of the 

spring and the time-dependent (viscous) strain of the dash 

pot. Among the famous models is the Maxwell model (Figure 

4.1), which consists of a spring and a dash pot coupled in 

series. Any material which has such characteristics is 

called a Maxwell material, and the strain is defined as: 

e = |+2f (4.1) 

The rate of strain is obtained by differentiating 

with respect to time, 

= — (4 2) 
dt r\ 

Equation 4.1 can be generalized to give: 

ft = Aontm (4.3) 

This is the same equation suggested by Nair and Deere 

(1969), for calculating the creep strain rate in rock salt. 
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b. 

cr= E£0e" 77 

Figure 4.1. Maxwell material. -- a. Maxwell material 
model; b. Strain-time curve under con
stant stress; c. Stress-time curve under 
constant strain (from Lama and Vutukuri, 
1978). 



where 

and 

where 
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The total strain is defined as 

e(t) = eQ + de 
dt (4.4) 

eQ = elastic strain component 

Dividing both sides by the total stress component (a) 

e (t) £o . A' cntm*t~1 
a a o 

1 _ 1 i *»..n-l^m+l 
W " E^+ A ° ' 

E(t) = -j-
+ A,0n"1tm+1 

Eo 

Eq = initial elastic modulus 

(4.5) 

A , n, m = constants dependent on the material 

Figure 4.2 shows the Kelvin model, which is also 

known as the Voigt model. This model represents a firmo-

viscous material and consists of a spring and a dash pot 

connected in parallel. In this model the strains are equal 

in both elements, and the total stress acting is the sum of 

the stress distribution in the two elements and the strain 

is defined as: 

Et 
e = §(1 - e~ n ) (4.6) 
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Figure 4.2. Kelvin material. -- a. Kelvin material 
model; b. Strain-time curve under con
stant stress; c. Strain-time curve 
upon removal of stress (from Lama and 
Vutukuri, 1978). 
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Other models are more complicated and involve more 

than two elements. These models are used to represent the 

more complex behaviors. For example, when another elastic 

spring is added to the Kelvin model, it corrects for the fact 

that the instantaneous strain is zero, thus making the model 

more realistic. This model (Figure 4.3) is called the 

Generalized Kelvin Model, and the strain is defined by: 

. h i  
e = rf-+^-(l - e n) (4.7) 

2 **1 

In some cases, empirical relations are proposed for 

different materials and applications. Some examples for such 

relations are given in the following paragraph. Based on 

the observation of many creep test results on clays, Singh 

and Mitchell (1968) proposed the following to describe the 

behavior of clay in creep: 

d|= A eC5S)(l/t)"» (4 8) 

where 

de ^ ^ = strain rate 

A = extrapolated value of strain rate for zero 

stress level 

D = normalized stress level, defined as the ratio 

of the deviator stress to deviator stress at 

failure 
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Figure 4.3. Generalized Kelvin material. --
a. Model; b. Strain-time curve 
(from Lama and Vutukuri, 1978). 
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a = dimensionless parameter defined as the value 

of the slope of the mid-range linear portion of 

the logarithmic strain rate versus stress level 

of stress ratio plot 

m = absolute value of the slope of the straight line 

relationship between the logarithm of strain 

rate and the logarithm of time. 

Thompson and Sayles (1972) proposed a steady-state 

creep equation for frozen soils in the form of, 

at = A°n w.9) 

where 

dE = axial strain rate 

a = axial stress 

n, A = constants dependent on the soil type and 

temperature 

This equation indicates that the strain rate under 

a steady-state creep condition for frozen soils is constant 

with time. 

Cruden (1971) published a paper that discussed the 

different creep laws and how they fit the different data 

points gathered up to that time. All the data on creep from 
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uniaxial compression tests were studied and fitted into three 

creep laws. The three laws were: 

a) Exponential law in the form: 

dc "flit f, -• nv 

5t aie C4-10) 

b) Exponential law of transient creep plus a compo

nent of steady-state creep in the form: 

af = a ea2t + a3 (4.11) 

c) Power law in the form: 

de u ^b2 
~  b i t  ( 4 . 1 2 )  

The power law fitted all data points satisfactorily. 

The paper gives a complete discussion on the mathematical 

theory and the numerical analysis used to obtain different 

constants for these creep laws. The error estimate for each 

case was reported and discussed, and the results for differ

ent rock materials were given under different stress condi

tions . 

The results of Cruden (1971) were used in this study 

to model different trial problems. The following conversion 

was used to include the stress as a parameter in the creep 

law. These values are rough estimates, but sufficient for 

the purpose of showing the effect of varying the material 

type. 
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Cruden power law is in this form: 

at = Vb2' (4.i2) 

where bj and b2 are given for different stress levels. 

Time-Dependent Constants 

The creep law suggested by Nair and Deere (1969) is 

g| = Acrntm (4.3) 

Equating the two laws, we get: 

at ° = *V = b1tb2 = Acxntm = AK^tm 

at a = It , = b.'tb2 = A0ntm = AKnt' m 
2' at "i" — - —-2C 

m = b* = b 
2 2 

bj = A an = AK? (4.13) 

b; = Aan = AK* C4.14) 

Equations 4.13 and 4.14 can be solved for A and n, 

thus, finding a linear interpolation over a range of given 

stresses. 

The following constants were obtained using the 

Cruden constants and the above conversion procedure: 

1. Anhydrite: 

= 1.9 x 10"7 a2'9 t"-74 (4,15) 
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where 

d E (micro in/in/min) 

a (psi) 

t (min) 

2. Olivine: 

g| = 3.3 x 10"6 o1'7 t"'72 (4.16) 

(units as above) 

3. Pennant Sandstone: 

|| = 4.022 x 10~4 CJ1,21 t"*93 (4.17) 

(units as above) 

4. Carrara Marble: 

= 5.50 x 10~16 a4*3 t"'95 (4.18) 

(units as above) 

5. Darley Dale Sandstone: 

= 2.45 x 10"8 a2'1 t"*9 (4.19) 

(units as above) 

6. Rock Salt (from Nair, Sandhu and Wilson, 1968): 

g| = 2.94 x ID'7 a2,98 tr'64 (4.20) 

(units as above) 



CHAPTER 5 

TIME-DEPENDENT ANALYSIS USING E(t) METHOD 

The E(t) method proposed by Nair et al. (1968) was 

used to study the effect of time-dependent media on a mine 

shaft. This method uses the Finite Element Method to ana

lyze the behavior of underground cavities as time elapses. 

The method assumes that E (modulus of elasticity) is depen

dent on time and stresses. Stresses, strains, and displace

ments are obtained from the elastic analysis (t = 0 solution). 

After a given time interval, a new value for the modulus E is 

calculated. The new E is used to obtain a new solution, and 

an incremental process is started until the whole time range 

is covered. 

Equations Development 

Using the generalized Equations 4.3 and 4.5, the 

following derivation is needed to obtain an expression for 

E(t) in terms of effective stress and strain. For a linear 

elastic isotropic material in a triaxial test where the ap

plied stresses are principal stresses, the axial strain, e , 
a 

is given by: 

ea ~ f ̂ 0i " 2vct3^ (5.1) 
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where 

and 

where 

and 

°i = 

a9 = 

E = 

v = 

axial stress 

lateral stress 

modulus of elasticity 

Poisson ratio 

a a 
E = ̂  = ̂  (5.2) 

a e 

ae = (a1 - 2va3) (5.3) 

e„ = eD a e 

By using the stress-strain relationship similar to 

Equation 4.1, for a non-linear time-dependent behavior: 

a 

where 

ee " IT + Aioe ^ o 

E„ - the initial modulus o 

(5.4) 

A, m, n = constants 

t = time 

From the above relations, E(t) could be written as 

ae(t) ! 
E(t) = 

ee(t) + AAa11"1 tm 
Eo e 

(5.5) 

Step-by-Step Description of the Method 

This E(t) is now used to calculate the local stiff 

ness matrix for each element in the system. As the E(t) 
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value changes, the system stiffness matrix [K 1 changes, s y s 

and a new solution is required. To implement this method 

the following steps should be taken. 

One Step Construction Sequence 

1. Elastic (t" = 0) solution is obtained, through the 

traditional procedure to obtain displacements, 

strains, and stresses under the gravity loading. 

2. Another elastic solution is obtained for the loading 

due to construction. 

3. The difference in effective stresses (Acr ) between e 

loading step 1, and step 2 is found for each element. 

4. Assuming a time interval t^, E(t) for each element 

is found. 

5. A new [KgyS] is found, and by applying the loading 

vector due to construction, anew solution is obtained. 

6. A new (Aag) is calculated based on the stress dif

ference between step 5 and the last stress state. 

7. A repetition of steps 4 through 6 is done to cover 

the whole time range. 

The time intervals should be chosen small enough to 

insure adequate stress redistribution, and also the Aag 

should be compressive to cause any change in the value of 

E(t). 
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Inclusion of Construction Sequence 

Excavation is modeled by assuming that there is a 

face of zero stresses around the cut area. Then the fojrce 

to cause these zero stresses is calculated and applied to 

the system to represent the effect of this excavation step. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that for each con

struction step there is a load vector, necessitating the 

storage of a loading matrix P(I, J), where I is the number 

of d.o.f. for the system, and J is the number of construction 

steps. A matrix to store the effective stresses is needed 

for each construction step. This matrix has a dimension of 

M x J, where M is the number of elements, and J is the 

number of construction steps. The following steps are re

quired to include the construction sequence: 

1. Elastic solution (t = 0) is obtained for gravity 

loading. 

2. Elastic solution (t = 0) is obtained for the loading 

due to the construction step. 

3. The difference in effective stresses (ACT ) based on e 

the results of the first two steps is used to calcu-

cate a value of E(t) using a value t^ equal to the 

time needed to construct the first step. 

4. Using E(t) to find a [K ] and a loading due to sys 

the first excavation step P(I, 1), another solution 

is found. The results of this solution are printed 
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out, and a record for this time interval is kept for 

future reference. 

5. The above procedure (steps 2-4) is repeated for all 

the construction steps required to complete the 

model. 

6. Due to the fact that there is a lag in the starting 

time of each construction step, each loading must be 

treated separately because it has a different time 

range. Assuming that the stresses at t = 100 days 

are required, and that every construction step takes 

20 days to complete, this would require using t = 80 

days when getting the effect of the first excavation, 

t = 60 days for the second excavation, and so on. 

7. Go back and pick up the unaccounted-for effects of 

previous construction steps. This is best shown by 

an example and the schematic graph shown in Figure 

5.1. 

The following assumptions were made in order to make 

the E(t) method applicable. 

1. E(t) = if the stress difference Aa is tensile. o e 

2. Excavation is done instantaneously. 

3. A period equal to the construction time elapses, and 

E(t) is calculated at the end of that time period. 

4. Elastic media properties are used when considering 

the effect of construction. This is justified because 



load P A 

= elastic effect 

/ (0-20) = time limit used in 
, € )  calculating Eft)  

PQ = gravity load 

P; = load due to dredge i 

deflection 8 

Figure 5.1. Schematic graph of load versus deflection using E(t) method. 
•P-
00 
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the effect of nonlinearity is small relative to the 

time-dependent effect. 

5. The installation of the liner does not add any new 

loading to the system, but changes its stiffness. 

Difficulties in Using the E(t) Method 

In using this method to model the time-dependent 

behavior along with the construction sequence, a major prob

lem develops when picking up the effect of previous loadings. 

The displacements are overestimated because: 

r»]  -  iK s y s ] - 1  tp t i  

where [6] is the result of elastic and time-dependent behav

ior. When these [<S]'s are superimposed, the effect of the 

elastic behavior is incorrectly doubled every time the 

superimposition is performed. 

To correct for this probLem the following is sug

gested. 

total ~ elastic + ̂ ^time 

6̂•'time ~ total ~ elastic 

Every time the effect of a previous construction step is 

picked up, calculated using the above formula. 

This requires a lot of storage of the displacement vectors 

for each stage of the analysis. 
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Another method to correct for this problem, without 

having to store so much information, would be to isolate the 

contribution of the non-creeping elements to the system's 

stiffness matrix. This can be done by multiplying each entry 

of the local element stiffness by a large number (1.0E10). 

This would isolate the element by making it very stiff rela

tive to other elements, and thus eliminating its contribution. 

This step is done only when solving for the displacements 

due to creep under previous loadings. The regular stiffness 

matrix is used after this step in calculating stresses. The 

creeping elements still need to be treated to separate out 

the elastic effect from the creeping. 

Using the above procedures requires huge storage. 

The practicality of isolating some element contributions 

from the stiffness matrix was not tested. For these reasons 

this method was not used and the initial strain method, 

explained in the next chapter, was adopted to model the 

time-dependent behavior and construction sequence. 



CHAPTER 6 

TIME-DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR USING 
THE INITIAL STRAIN METHOD 

The theory of this method is similar to the method 

discussed in the previous chapter. The major difference 

is that this method works with the strain rather than the 

modulus of elasticity. This method is used and described by 

Chang, Nair and Singh (1974). It involves obtaining a strain 

value from an empirical creep law, then transforming that 

strain to a multiaxial strain vector according to the geom

etry and the assumption of the element (i.e., number of 

stress and strain components). The vector of strains is 

converted to a load vector that describes the loads needed 

to create such a strain vector, Equations 6.8 and 6.9. The 

loads are then superimposed for all the elements in the 

system, and applied as an initial load to obtain an elastic 

solution. This elastic solution represents the effect of 

creep, and its results are superimposed to whatever results 

are obtained from the gravity loading and the construction 

sequence solution. 
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Theory and Assumptions 

The theory is valid for any creep law that calculates 

creep through a strain equation. For example, consider the 

creep law suggested by Nair and Deere (1969). 

de c » n .in // o\ 
7ft" - A a t (4.3) 

where 
dec = creep strain rate 

o - stress difference causing creep 

t = time 

A, n, m = constants for different materials 

Equation 4.3 is valid for a uniaxial stress condi

tion. For a multiaxial stress field, the stresses and 

strains are replaced by equivalent stresses and strains (a 

and E ) defined by Equations 6.3 and 6.5. The following 

describes the derivation for a multiaxial stress-strain 

state under time-dependent behavior. The following assump

tions are made: 

1. No volume change occurs due to creep strains, 

2. The principal shear strain rates are directly pro

portional to the corresponding principal shear 

stresses. 

3. The principal strain axes do not rotate under defor

mation (i.e., the direction of principal normal 
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strains are in the same direction as the correspond

ing principal normal stresses). 

4. The strains are small. 

From assumptions 2 and 3, we can write in general: 

P — p  ̂ — p* p 
cx C£ _ cy cz_ _ cz cx _ cxy = 
a - a a - a ~ a „ — cr a x y y z z x xy 

£ £ cyz _ cxz _ 
a a yz xz 

de 
Ec = = creep strain rate 

(6.1) 

But for axisymmetric conditions i = i =0 cyz cxz 
and the same in a = a = 0. 

yz xz 

Figure 6.1 shows the total stresses on a solid elem

ent, and how they are broken into hydrostatic and deviatoric 

components. 

The deviatoric stresses are given by: 

°ij = aij " 1/3 akk 6kj <6*2) 

where 

 .. = total stresses 

= hydrostatic stresses 

 .. = Kronecker delta (6.. = 1 where i = j and 

5ij = 0 when i ̂  ̂  
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hydrostatic 
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deviatoric 
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Figure 6.1. Schematic diagram for total stresses. 
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The four deviatoric stress components are: 

= - 1/3<°x + "y + V 

°y = °y " 1/3(Qx + °y + "J 
°z = "z - 1/3<«x + <V + °z> 

axy ~ ffxy 

and the equivalent stress is defined as: 

ae = S37I [ijj Oy]172 (6.3) 

or 

change: 

oe = /3/2 {[ax - 1/3(ctx + + <?z)]2 + 

[ffy - 1/3(ax + ay + az)]2 + 

[O, - l/3(ax + + oz)]2 + 2[oxy]2}1/'2 

From these equations and the assumption of no volume 

a = /372 1 [(e )2 + (e )2 + (e )2 + 2(e )2]1/2 e 7 <f> ex7 v cy' v cz' ^ cxy' J 

(6.4) 

where <f> is defined in Equation 5.1. 

Defining the equivalent strain rates as: 

1/2 4ce = rm ucij icij] ' (6.5) 

or 

e A = /2/3 [(e„v)2 + (e )2 + (e_ )2 + 2(E j2]1/2 ce 1 cx' N cy cz cxy 
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Substituting this value in Equation 5.4 gives: 

^ = 3/2 ̂  (6 6) 
6 

From Equations 5.1 and 5.6: 

t 
e .. = 3/2 a.. (6.7) 
cij ' ae ij 

where £ce is given by the creep law, are the components 
C •!-J 

of the creep strain increment at any time. 

Step-by-Step Description of the Method 

1. Choose a creep equation that relates strain to time 
de C & T\ Til and stresses. In this case = AAce t . 

2. Find the elastic solution due to gravity loading. 

til 3. Model the i construction step, and get a solution. 

4. Use (Acrg)  based on the difference between steps 3 

and 2,(obtained using Equation 6.3). 

5. For a given time interval, calculate 
•t=t 

-0 ""ve 
components via Equation 6.7. 

= C l n m 
ece J p AA0„ t dt and then find the strain 

Calculate a force vector using the strain vector by 

performing the following multiplications: 

[a] = [D] [e] (6.8) 
4x1 4x4 4x1 

[P] = [B] [a] (6.9) 
6x1 6x4 4x1 



7. These forces are calculated for each element, and 

summed to form a load vector for the whole system. 

This load vector is applied to the system to obtain 

an elastic solution: 

Rdsysl = IKsys1"1 [psys] (6'10) 

8. The results of this solution are then superimposed 

to previous results in an incremental process. 

9. The i + 1 construction step is modeled, and a new 

(Aae) is found based on the difference between the 

(i + 1) and (i) steps, and steps 4 through 8 are 

repeated. 

10. To pick up the effect of the first excavation step 

on the system for the elapsed time of the second 

excavation step, another solution is sought using 

the proper integration limits. 

The following example illustrates the method through 

a numerical sample problem, and clearly shows the necessary 

changes in integration limits. 

Example to Explain the Initial Strain Method 

A shaft is to be constructed in three steps. Each 

step takes 30 days. Find the state of stresses at the end 

of two years. The solution is found by completing the fol

lowing steps: 

1. Elastic solution using gravity loading is found. 
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2. First construction step is modeled and stresses are 

stored. 

3. Find (Aae)1, based on the stress difference of steps 

2 and 1 using Equation 6.3. 

4. Using (Aae)l, and t = 30 days; find a value for 

m v i 3 0 
ece< £ ) L 0  •  

5. Convert Ct)Io ° to f°ur strain components (Equation 

6.7) and then to stresses and loads. 

6. Using these loads, a solution is found; and the 

results are superimposed to those of step 2. 

7. Model the second excavation step and store stresses. 

8. Find (Aae)2 based on the difference of steps 7 and 2. 

9. Using (Aag)2 and t = 30 days; find a value for 

10. Converting to loads, obtain a solution and superim

pose the results to those of step 6. 

11. Consider the effect of the first excavation step for 

the time period t = 30 to t = 60 days. This is done 
6 0 

by considering (Aae)j and calculating ece(t)l30 to 

obtain a solution. The results are superimposed to 

previous results. 

12. Model the third excavation step and store stresses. 

13. Fine CAoe)3 based on the difference of steps 12 and 7. 

14. Using (Aae)g and t = 30 days; find a value for 

^o<t)[3n\ ce 1 o 
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15. Converting to loads, obtain a solution; and superim

pose the results to those of step 12. 

16. Go back and pick up the effect of (Aae) and 

• N I 9 0 
0ce ' 6 o * 

6 0 
17. Go back to pick up the effect of (Aae) and ece(t)|30 

18. Now the effect of all excavation steps up to time 

t = 90 days is calculated. 

19. To get a solution for 730 days, the following effects 

are calculated: 

a) (Afe),. and Ece(t)|^°. 

b) <ioe)2, and ece(t)|^°. 

c) Cioe)s, and 

The following assumptions were made: 

a) e (t) = 0 if the stress difference (Aae) is 

tensile (in any given element) 

b) The value e (t) is compared to a given tolerance 
la* C 

value; if it is smaller than the tolerance, it 

is set equal to zero 

c) If £ce(t) for all elements is zero, then the 

whole incremental solution is not considered and 

a new one is analyzed. 

d) The same assumptions to model the construction 

sequence, given in the last chapter, are valid 
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Figure 6.2 shows a schematic diagram of all superim-

positions involved to analyze the shaft problem using the 

initial strain method in modeling the time behavior. 

The initial strain and E(t) methods are similar in 

theory. They should yield the same results if the same 

creep law is used. When using the E(t) method the creep 

effect is modeled by a decrease in the modulus value, where 

in the initial strain method creep is modeled by assigning 

an increase to the strain values. The two methods vary when 

a multiaxial state of strain is extracted from the uniaxial 

creep strain. In the E(t) method, the distribution is done 

according to the elasticity matrix, and in the initial 

strain method the distribution is done according to the cal

culated stresses of the previous iteration (Equation 6.7). 



A3,3 
A total strain at t=30 days 

B total strain at t=60 days 

C total strain at t=90 days 

D total strain at t = 2 years 

A 2,3 

A 1,3 

A2,2 

A3,3 

At , I  

[A 1,3 

30 60 90 time (days) 730 

Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram showing the incremental process of Schemat diagram 
calculating the creep effect. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In the following presentation the results of the 

finite element analyses of a circular lined shaft will be 

discussed. First, a study to check the accuracy of the con

struction sequence modeling, the axisymmetric triangular 

element and the axisymmetric quadrilateral element is pre

sented. Second, the effect of the size of each construction 

step on the initial liner stress is discussed. Third, a 

method to choose an economical mesh that can be used to ana

lyze both construction sequence and time-dependency is pre

sented. The fourth portion is a presentation of the results 

using different time-dependent constants to model different 

rock types. 

Construction Sequence 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the construction sequence 

is modeled by calculating a nodal force vector that would 

produce a stress-free face around the excavated area. Since 

this nodal equilibrium force cannot be computed exactly from 

the averaged stresses in QUADS (the quadrilateral elements), 

it is best to use TRIM 3 (the triangular elements) for the 
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excavated elements. In all study cases discussed herein, 

triangular elements have been used to model the shaft mater

ial, thus avoiding any approximation in calculating the 

forces that represent the excavation sequence. 

The mesh given in Figure 7.1 was made to check the 

construction sequence. It consists of 83 nodal points and 

106 elements. It consists of axisymmetric quadrilateral, 

triangular, and shell elements. The construction was modeled 

by excavating in ten, five, and two steps. 

Since linear elastic material properties were assumed 

throughout the analysis, the results did not vary when chang

ing the number of construction steps. Had nonlinear or time-

dependent properties been assumed, the number of construction 

steps would have had an effect on the results. 

The results of this study were helpful in checking 

the program and the mesh by comparing deflections to those 

obtained by Pariseau (1977). The comparison was very close 

for the horizontal deflection along the shaft liner. Figure 

7.2 shows the total horizontal deflection of the shaft in 

inches versus the depth in feet. 

Pariseau analyzed the problem of a 20-foot inside 

diameter (I.D.) shaft, with a liner thickness of one foot. 
g 

Elastic modulus for the liner was 2.5 x 10 psi and Poisson's 

ratio was 0.2. For the rock, the elastic modulus was 1 x 10^ 

psi, and Poisson's ratio was 0.25. He modeled the construction 



· Figure 7.1. F.E.M. mesh to check axisymmetric elements and 
construction sequence. 0 50 
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Figure 7.2. Horizontal liner displacement 
versus the depth of the shaft. 
-- Data points from this study 
are the same as Pariseau. 
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by excavating 15 feet initially; sinking then continued in 

20-foot lifts to a depth of 55 feet. The liner was then 

installed to a depth of 15 feet. Sinking and lining were 

continued in lifts of 20 feet for the whole depth of the 

shaft. 

There was always a distance of 40 to 60 feet between 

the bottom of the liner and the shaft bottom. The distance 

between the shaft bottom and the liner was the cause for 

having low liner stresses. These lower stresses occur since 

the rock deforms outward before the liner is installed. 

Liner Stresses 

The function of a liner in a mine shaft is to pick 

up stresses from the surrounding media. These liner stresses 

are dependent on many factors, such as the relative stiffness 

of the media to the liner, the modeling method of the con

struction sequence, liner element size, media element size 

around the liner, and the earth pressure coefficient. If 

the construction was modeled in such a way that there is 

always a distance between the bottom of the liner and the 

shaft, liner stresses are going to be low because the loads 

have already been picked up by the rock before installing 

the liner. 

The effect of the excavation step size was studied 

by solving few problems where the step size was varied. It 
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was found that liner stresses increase when the ratio of 

shaft diameter to step size increases. A ratio of 2:1 was 

determined to give accurate liner stresses. The change in 

liner stresses is due to the increase in the number of 

incremental loads that affect the liner when small exca

vation steps are used. Figure 7.1 shows a 400-foot 

shaft modeled by ten excavation steps. The ratio of shaft 

diameter to excavation step was 1:2, and the liner stresses 

were low, as found by Pariseau (1977). 

The stiffer the liner the more load it is going to 

carry because of the soil-structure interaction phenomenon. 

Choosing small-size elements around the liner to model the 

media yields a better load distribution, and thus a more 

accurate value for liner stresses. Using small elements 

means using more elements, which improves the accuracy of the 

solution; but at the same time this approach increases the 

cost of the solution. The liner stresses depend on the 

value of K0 (earth pressure coefficient), and increasing Kq 

increases the horizontal liner stresses. A typical value 

of KQ = 3 is used in the analysis of time-dependency. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that many 

elements are required for modeling the liner material and 

adjacent rock material. Since the time-dependent analysis 

requires an incremental solution, using a large number of 

elements may prove to be time-consuming and very expensive. 
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The number of increments depends on the number of construc

tion steps, which depends on the liner element size. To 

determine accurate stress values in the liner, short con

struction steps should be used. This will require the use 

of many incremental solutions which will lead to a very 

awkward solution. 

Mesh Description 

A special mesh (Figure 7.3) was made to avoid lengthy 

solutions, when considering time-dependent medium behavior, 

without losing accuracy in determining the liner stresses. 

This mesh concentrates on a special area of the shaft, and 

produces a solution for that specific area. The assumption 

made here is that the state of stress and deformation needs 

to be known in a small part of the shaft. Another assump

tion could be that the shaft has been built for a long time 

and there is a need to extend the shaft deeper in the ground. 

The mesh shown in Figure 7.3 consists of 92 nodal points and 

143 elements. The mesh is coarse at the top portion of the 

shaft and fine at the bottom. 

Using this mesh, the shaft analysis can be broken in 

two parts. One part of the solution is to analyze the first 

350 feet of shaft by applying gravity loads to the system. 

The shaft rock elements are deactivated to model the shaft 

opening. The second part is to analyze the shaft from depth 



Figure 7.3. F.E.M. mesh used in case studies to model five 
construction steps. 0 50 
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350 to 400 by using a five-step construction sequence. This 

analysis is done by excavating 10 feet of shaft rock and 

installing 10 feet of liner. Each excavation step is analyzed 

over a 30-day period, and the time-dependent effect is con

sidered . 

Although a special mesh is presented and used here, 

it should be noted that the program is not limited to the 

cases presented. The case studies presented here are limited 

only to keep the computer cost and total work effort within 

reasonable limits. In real life problems, the program pre

sented here can be used to model a fine mesh for the whole 

shaft, and the cost would be justified. For the purpose of 

this study, the described mesh was sufficient to give results 

which support the conclusions made. 

Figure 7.4 is a mesh representation of a deeper 450-

foot shaft, using fine element grid for the last 100-foot 

portion of the shaft. This shaft is much more expensive to 

analyze because ten construction steps are involved. To run 

a time-dependent analysis on these two meshes (Figure 7.4 

and Figure7.3), using the time intervals of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 

50 years, the number of incremental solutions would be 40 

for Figure 7.3 and 95 for Figure 7.4. The number of incre

mental solutions is proportional to the number of construction 

steps and not to the shaft size. Each solution is a complete 
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Figure 7.4. F.E.M. mesh modeling ten construction steps. 
0 50 100ft 
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F.E.M. solution using a different load vector to determine 

deflection, strain and stresses in all the elements. 

Element Accuracy 

As in the case of excavation simulation, triangular 

elements (TRIM3) are better than quadrialteral elements 

(QUAD5) in modeling time-dependent behavior. This conclusion 

results since the approximate stress values in (QUAD5) yield 

approximate nodal forces. When these forces are used to 

represent the time-dependent behavior, the results will not 

be very accurate. It is recommended that triangular ele

ments be used in areas where significant stress changes are 

expected. In all meshes used in this study, only triangles 

have been used in the area around the shaft. 

Results 

The following section gives the results of the analy

sis for the mine shaft shown in Figure 7.3. The analysis 

consists of studying the last 50 feet of the 400-foot-deep 

shaft. The results are given in sets of graphs, each repre

senting a different material or different conditions. The 

first is obtained using the constants for roclc salt (Chapter 

4). The shaft is constructed in five steps, each 10 feet 

long. Each step is assumed to take 30 days to complete, and 

the analysis is carried out to a period of 50 years. The 

second set of results is similar to the first, but material 
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constants representing anhydrite are used. The third set 

of results is for the same shaft, but a one-step construc

tion sequence is modeled. The construction is assumed to 

happen instantaneously, and then time-dependent behavior is 

started. Table 7.1 shows the physical and geometrical 

properties of the shaft, liner and the media. 

Case Study I (Rock Salt) 

In this case study the constants for rock salt are 

used in the creep strain formula to model the medium around 

the shaft. Figure 7.5 shows the horizontal stresses in the 

liner in ksf versus the liner depth in feet. This figure 

shows a set of graphs , each one representing a different time 

interval. The intervals reported are 1, 5, 10, and 50 

years, a graph for the no-time solution or the elastic solu

tion considering the construction sequence only is also 

given. Figure 7.6 shows the vertical liner stresses (ksf) 

versus the depth (feet). Figure 7.7 shows the liner horiz

ontal displacements in feet versus the depth in feet. 

Figure 7.8 shows the redistribution of horizontal stresses 

(ksf), with time, at some selected point 5 feet away from 

the shaft. In all the graphs described above, only a sec

tion of the liner is considered. This section represents 

the 350-to-400-foot depth portion of the shaft. 



Table 7.1. Physical and geometrical properties of the shaft, liner and medium 

A. Shaft and liner properties 

Case 
Study 

Shaft 
I.D. 
(ft) 

Liner 
Thickness 
(ft) 

Shaft 
Depth 
(ft) 

Analyzed 
Portion 
(ft) 

E 
(ksf) \) 

No. of 
Excavation 

Steps 

I 20.0 1.0 400 350 - 400 360,000 0.2 5 

II 20.0 1.0 400 350 - 400 360,000 0.2 5 

III 20.0 1.0 400 350 - 400 360,000 0.2 1 

B. Medium properties 

Case 
Study 

E 
(ksf) 

Y 1 
K/ft V Ko A n m 

I 144,000 0.144 .45 3.0 2.94 x 10"7 2.98 -.64 

II 144,000 0.144 .25 3.0 1.90 x 10"8 2.90 -.74 

III - 144,000 0.144 .45 3.0 2.94 x 10'7 2.98 -.64 
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Figure 7.5. Horizontal liner stresses versus 
depth, rock salt. 
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Figure 7.6. Vertical liner stresses versus 
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Figure 7.7. Horizontal liner displacement 
versus depth, rock salt. 
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Case Study II (Anhydrite) 

This case study is similar to the previous one except 

for the material constants (Table 7.1). In this case study, 

the material constants for anhydrite are used in the creep 

strain law. Figure 7.9 shows the liner horizontal stresses 

(ksf) versus the liner depth (feet). Figure 7.10 shows the 

liner vertical stresses (ksf) versus the liner depth (feet). 

Figure 7.11 shows the liner horizontal displacements in feet 

versus the depth in feet. Figure 7.12 shows the redistribu

tion of horizontal stresses in ksf, with time, at some 

medium points around the shaft. 

Case Study III (Rock Salt with 
One Construction Step) 

In this case the first 350 feet of the shaft are 

analyzed by applying the gravity loads on the system. Then 

the rest of the shaft (350 feet to 400 feet) is constructed in 

one step. The construction time is assumed to be zero. The 

rock salt constants (Table 7.1) are used in the creep strain 

law and the results are given in a set of four graphs. 

Figure 7.13 shows the liner horizontal stresses (ksf) versus 

the liner depth (feet). Figure 7.14 shows the liner vertical 

stresses (ksf) versus the liner depth (feet). Figure 7.15 

shows the liner horizontal displacement in feet versus the 

depth in feet. Figure 7.16 shows the redistribution of 

horizontal stresses in ksf, with time, at some medium points 

around the shaft. 
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Figure 7.9. Horizontal liner stresses versus 
depth, anhydrite. 
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Figure 7.10. Vertical liner stresses versus 
depth, anhydrite. 
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Figure 7.14. Vertical liner stresses versus depth; 
one construction step is modeled, 
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Comparisons and Evaluations 

Figure 7.5 shows that the horizontal liner stresses 

increase with time. The average value for no-time solution 

is around 100 ksf where it is 200 ksf for 50 years. Figure 

7.7 shows that the values of liner displacements increase 

from an average value of 0.014 feet to 0.018 feet. When 

considering the results for anhydrite (Figure 7.9 and 

Figure 7.11), the increase in liner stresses is from 100 ksf 

to 125 ksf. The average increase in liner displacement is 

from 0.012 feet to 0.0155 feet. 

Comparing Figure 7.5 with 7.13, the liner horizontal 

stresses increased from an average value of 200 ksf (at t = 

50 years) to 1500 ksf. This increase is due to analyzing one 

construction steps instead of five. The vertical stresses 

increased from 150 to 400 ksf for the same time period. The 

horizontal liner displacements increased from 0.017 to 0.035 

feet. 

Figure 7.8 shows that the change with time in the 

rock radial stresses is very small at the top portion of the 

analyzed portion of the shaft. These changes become signifi

cant near the bottom of the shaft (i.e., point E, F, and G). 

The rock under the bottom of the shaft goes to a tensile 

state of stress in period one to five years. 

The horizontal displacement shown in Figure 7.7 is 

relatively high as depth 400 feet, because of the crack 
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development in the rock under the shaft. These cracks make 

the rock weaker, and cannot support the liner movement. 

Figures 7.8, 7.12 and 7.16 show the redistribution of 

radial stresses in the medium. This redistribution is due to 

time-dependency, and most points show a decrease (relief) in 

stresses. The relieved stresses are usually picked up by 

the liner, and in some cases by the adjacent elements. The 

stress value at each point is an average value of the stress 

of four elements. Most of the redistribution takes place 

during the construction (t = 30 - 150 days) because of the 

nature of the creep law used in this study. The creep strain 

relation used here represents a transient and a steady-state 

portion for a constant stress level. Since the transient 

portion is small, most of the creep effect is felt at the 

early stages of construction. In all three case studies, 

point G goes to tension. 

The constants for other materials were used, but the 

results show very little change in stresses or deflections 

due to time-dependency. The materials were marble, olivine, 

and sandstone (see constants in Chapter 4). The results are 

not shown here due to their non-time-dependent nature. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from the analy

sis and the results of the mining shaft problem. The 

analysis consisted of modeling the construction sequence and 

modeling the time-dependent behavior of medium around the 

shaft. 

1. Stresses in the liner increased as time passed, for 

some specific material properties. 

2. Stresses in the liner increase as the depth of the 

shaft increases. 

3. Modeling the construction sequence decreases the 

stresses in the liner. This decrease in liner stres

ses when modeling the construction sequence occurs 

since the forces resulting from excavation are applied 

directly to the medium rather than the liner. 

4. When the construction sequence was not modeled, liner 

stresses were higher by one order of magnitude than 

when the construction was modeled. 

5. As time pases for time-dependent materials, a redis

tribution of stresses occurs in the system. Stresses 
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decrease in some elements adjacent to the shaft, 

and at the same time liner stresses increase. 

6. Some materials that have small creep susceptibility 

do not show any measurable stress redistribution as 

a time variable. The inclusion of a time-dependent 

analysis has no value for such materials. 

7. Horizontal displacement increased as time passed and 

as the depth of the shaft increased. 

8. During the redistribution of stresses in the media 

elements adjacent to the shaft, some of these stres

ses decrease from a compressive state of stress to a 

tensile state of stress, which indicates crack devel' 

opment. 

9. When using rock salt's time-dependent properties, 

horizontal liner stresses increase by about 100 per

cent when comparing the results of the 50-year 

solution to the 'no time' solution, and horizontal 

displacement increased by about 20 percent. For 

anhydrite the increase in horizontal stresses was 

25 percent, and in horizontal displacement about 

20 percent. 

Design Applications 

From the above conclusions, it can be seen that 

special considerations should be given to the design of a 

mine shaft liner. Those considerations are summarized here: 
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1. Full investigation of the time-dependent behavior 

of media material is required. This can be done 

through a multiaxial creep test. 

2. If the material shows creep susceptibility, then 

the analysis should include the time-dependent 

behavior of the material. 

3. The lifetime of the shaft should be estimated before 

the analysis is begun, and the time analysis should 

be carried to the maximum expected lifetime. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

The simultaneous modeling of the time-dependent 

behavior and the construction sequence presented in this 

study can be further expanded to include one or all of the 

following aspects: 

1. Nonlinear material properties 

2. Anisotropic behavior 

3. Rock bed formation 

4. Crack development 

Another area of research could be the use of a lab

oratory test for time-dependent materials. This test should 

include the measurements of a multiaxial strain state under 

a multiaxial or a uniaxial loading condition. The results 

should be compared to the theoretical analysis used here. 

This would be helpful in confirming the theoretical results. 
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A comparison between field measurements and results 

obtained from this study can determine the degree of accuracy 

of the analysis. This can be done either by measuring the 

stresses in existing shaft liners sunk in time-dependent 

media, or by installing measuring devices (i.e., strain 

gages) in newly excavated shafts. 

Another possible study would be the setting up of a 

laboratory experiment where the shaft, liner and medium 

would be modeled. Measurements of displacements and stresses 

can be checked against the analytical model results. The 

construction sequence would be hard to model in the labora

tory, but the one construction step should give some inter

esting corrolation. 

The program developed for this study can be used to 

conduct a comparative study of liner materials. By using 

several shell elements, reinforced concrete could be modeled 

(i.e., two layers of concrete, one layer of steel, two layers 

of concrete). A comprehensive modeling of steel liner with 

reinforcement at different depths is also possible via the 

use of different element properties. A cost comparison 

study between steel and reinforced concrete liners could be 

undertaken. 

Using a lag-distance of 40-60 feet between the liner 

and shaft bottom decreased the liner stresses to a very low 

level. The effect of varying the lag-distance and time 
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intervals assumed for each excavation can be studied. This 

study would help in suggesting the method and rate of sink

ing a specific shaft. The effect of the excavation step 

length can also be included in this study. 

The treatment of the "no-tension" material can be 

improved by adopting a more complicated method of stress 

redistribution. The method can also be reconstructed to 

include the changes in the elastic modulus of the media as 

a state of stress changes from compressive to tensile to 

compressive again. This modeling would include the estima

tion of elastic modulus (E) for cracked rock. 
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The following section explains the important steps 

in deriving the axisymmetric triangular element. The theory 

of this derivation is given in Zienkiewicz (1977). 

The six nodal displacements are defined as: 

[d] = 

ui 

u. 
3 

Vj 

um 

vm 

The displacements within the element have been uniquely 

defined by these six values (Figure A.l). The displacement 

function is assumed as linear polynomial and is written as: 

u = a, + a.r + a z 12 3 

v = a + a r + a z 
t 5 6 

The six constants a's can be found easily by solving 

the two sets of three simultaneous equations. The three 

equations are obtained by substituting the nodal coordinates 

of the three nodes. 

u. = a, + a r. + a z. 1 1 2 1. 3 1 



Figure A.l. An axisymmetric triangle. 
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u. = at + a2r. + a3z. 
J J  J  

u = a, + a r + a z_ 
m  1 2 m  3  i n  

Solving the above three equations for u., u., and 
J 

um' we °ktain tbe radial displacement: 

where 

u  =  IE âi + bir + ciẑ ui + (aj + bjr + cjẑ uj + 

(am + brar + c z)ul m m m m 

a • = r. z - r z. 1 jm m 1 

b • ™ z. " z z • 
1 j m jm 

c. = r - r. = r . 
1 m j mj 

a- - ̂  z-,- - r. z. J mi 1 j 

b * •—• 7. — z • z * j m l mi 

c. = r. - r = r. 
j 1 m 1m 

a = r. z. - r. z . 
m 1 j j 1 

b — z • •* z • m z» • 
m 1 J ij 

cm rj ri rji 

A = area of the triangle i j m 
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and 2A = det 

1 

1 

1 

ri 

r. 
3 

m 

zi 

z. 
J 

m 

The equation for the vertical displacement v is 

obtained similarly: 

v = jg [(a± + b-r + ciz)vi + (a^ + b^r + CjZ)v.j + 

(am + b r + c z)v] m m m ' mJ 

The displacement can be written in a matrix notation 

as used by Zienkiewicz: 

[U] = {^} = [ [I]Nj, [I]Nm ] [d] 

where 

and 

I = f1 °1 
1 L0 1J 

N. = (a. + b.r 4- c.z)/2A J-» JL X 

= (a^ + b^r + CjZ)/2A 

N = (am + b_r + c_z)/2k m m m m 

Definition of Strains and Stresses 

The four strain and stress components are shown in 

Figure A.2. The strain vector is defined as: 
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r i 
J 

,( t 

Figure A.2. Strains and stresses involved in 
the analysis of axisymmetric solids 
(after Zienkiewicz, 1977). 
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f  \ 

er 3u/ 3r 

ez H 
-i

L
-

3v/3z 

00 u/r 

Yrz 
» > 

3u/3z + 3v/3r 
J 

Using the previously defined displacement functions, 

[e] = [B][d] 

and 

B = [ [Bi], [Bj], [Bm] ] 

—' — 

3N. i 
3r ' 0 

b ± .  0 

B. 
l 

= 
o, 

FNi' 

3N± 
Ti~ II 

S
|
~
 0 c. 

i 
i 

o, 

FNi' 0 a^/r + bi + c^z/r, 0 

N 
£
 

1 

3N. X 
3r ci » b. X 

bi' 0, b. 
J i 0, bm' 0 

>B> -n 
0, ci- 0, cr 0, cm 
ai /r + bi + c iZ/r. 0, aj/r + bj + CjZ/r, 0, Vr + bn, + cm2/r' 0 

ci i bi- cy V c_ ( m bm 

The values in [B] are defined and given on the pre

vious pages. 



The four stress components [a] are: 
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[o] = = S f = tD]fe] 

rz 

where [D] is given below for an axisymmetric isotropic 

element: 

[D] - E C 1  -  v )  

(1 + v) (1 - 2v) 

v 
1  -  V  

V  

V  

V  
1  -  V  1  -  V  

0 0 

V  
1  -  V  1  -  V  

1  -  V  

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 - 2v 
2(1 - v) 

The Element Stiffness Matrix 

The element stiffness matrix for the triangle can be 

computed by integrating over the whole volume the ring makes 

IKe] = J 2T I  BT D B dr dz 

The integration can either be performed numerically, 

or by multiplying the above matrices explicitly and perform

ing a term-by-term integration. 
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A simple approximation is to evaluate [B] for a 

centroidal point and call it [B] where: 

r = (r± + r. + rffl)/3 

z  =  ( z ±  +  Z j  +  2 m )  / 3  

In this case we have: 

T 

[Ke3 = 2TTAr[B][D][B] 

From the above procedure, it is clear how the [Ke] 

can be found. The values of [K ] are then entered into G 

system's stiffness matrix. 

To check the accuracy of the axisymmetric triangular 

and quadrilateral, the problem of stress distribution under 

a circular footing is solved. The results of the computer 

solution were compared to the elastic solution given by 

T. W. Lambe and R. V. Whitman (1969). Figure A.3 shows the 

(F.E.M.) mesh used in modeling the problem of stress dis

tribution under a circular plate and the results are shown 

in Figure A.4. The results compared very favorably with 

the elastics solution. 
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p= t.Oksi 

Figure A.3. F.E.M. mesh to check the axi-
symmetric elements. 



Figure A.4. Vertical stress distribution 
(ksi) under a circular footing. 
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In this section the development of the axisymmetric 

shell element is explained and the necessary steps required 

to implement this element in the finite element program are 

shown. The theory is given in Zienkiewicz (1977). 

The six nodal displacements in the local coordinates 

are: 

u. 
x  

Ed] 

(dw/ds). 
= < 1 

u .  
J 
w. 
J 

(dw/ds)^ J 

Those displacements are obtained from the global 

displacement shown in Figure 3.3 by a transformation matrix 

ui 

wi 

(dw/ds)i 

cos <f) +sin (f> 0 

-sin <J) cos (J> 0 

0 0 1 

* ^ 

U .  X  
< w. X  

6. X  L  J  

The displacement functions are assumed as Hermitian 

polynomials of order 0 and 1, respectively, and are written as 
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u = a. + a„s 1 2 

w = a3 + a^s + ags2 + a6s3 

By substituting for the six end conditions and solving 

for a's , we obtain: 

1 

u 

w 

1-s' 

0 l-3s 12 +2s 13 

3s ,2-2s 13 

L(s'-2s +s ) 

0 

(_s'2 +s )L 

u. 

w. 

(dw/ds). 

Uj 

Wj 

(dw/ds). 
t-J 

where s' = s/L 

And by calling the above 2x6 matrix [N'], 

H [N'Hd] 

Definition of Stresses and Strains 

The four strain components shown in Figure 3.4 are 

defined as follows: 

[ e ]  =  < 

- / 

e s 

Xa 

XQ 

du/ds 

(w cos $ + u sin /r 

-d2w/ds2 

sin <j> dw 
r 3s* 
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Applying the definition for strain, the matrix [B*] 

can be obtained: 

where 

and 

[e] = [B1][d] 

[ B 1 ]  =  [ B ' i (  B ' j ]  

[B1.] 

[B'j] 

-1/L 

(1-s')sini/r 

0 

0 

1/L 

s' sin?/r 

0 

0 

0 

Cl-3s'J+2s" )cosi/r 

(6-12s1)/L 

(6s'-6si:i )siui/rL 

(3s -2s )cos: /r 

(-6+12s')/L: 

(-6s '+6s 11 ) sin£/rL 

L(s'-2s'2+s'5) 
cos^/r 

(4-6s')/L 

(-l+4s'-3s'2) 
sini/r 

L(-212+s'') 
cosj/r 

(2-6s ')/L 

(2s'-3s'2) 
s in*/r 

The stiffness matrix can be computed by performing 

the following integration over the area: 

dA = 2Trrds = 2iTrLds' 

where s' varies from 0 to 1. 

IK1. ] = (' [B'1T [D] [B'] 2irrLds1 
6x6 ) 6x6 4x4 6x6 
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where 

[D] - Et 

(1 - v2) 

1 V 0 0 

V 1 0 0 

0 0 t2/12 vt2/12 

0 0 vt2/12 12/12 

and 

t = thickness of element 

E = modulus of elasticity 

v = Poisson ratio 

Note that r is usually a function of s' and has to 

be a part of the integration. In the case of vertical shafts 

r is constant over the whole range of s* and can be factored 

out as a constant. The integration of [Ke*] was done in 

close form for every one of the 36 entries in the stiffness 

matrix. To obtain the local stiffness matrix [K0], 

[Ke ] = [XT] [K'el U] 
6x6 6x6 6x6 6x6 

where [X] is a [6x6] transformation matrix. 

In the general case where r varies with s', a numer

ical integration method may be needed to compute the stiff

ness matrix [K ]. All entries of the stiffness matrix are 

given explicitly in subroutine AXISHL in Appendix C. 
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Calculation of Stresses and Strains 

Once the stiffness matrix of the axisymmetric shell 

is found, it can be added to the system stiffness matrix, 

and problems with shell elements can be solved for deflec

tion. When the deflections are known, the strains can be 

calculated by: 

[ E] = [B] [d] 
4x1 4x6 6x1 

Since [B] is a function of s' which varies from 0 to 

1, then the strains are dependent on the position along the 

element, and an average value could be obtained by computing 

the strains at different points along the element. Five 

points were taken; namely, s* =0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1, and the 

strains were evaluated for each s' value. The Simpson rule 

was used to average the strains. The stresses, which are also 

average values along the element Figure B.l are calculated 

by: 

[a] 
4x1 

= <> 

N. 

N, 

M. 

M, 

= [D] [e] 
4x4 4x1 

To obtain the stresses due to bending, the following 

formula can be used: 
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Ns = az =ay 

rrr 

Ne=o-e=o-x 

Figure B.l. Horizontal and vertical stresses on 
an axisymmetric shell element. 
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12 M„ 
a = z 
s *- 3 

where z is measured from the middle surface, and t is the 

thickness. 

The total stresses are the sum of .the normal and the 

bending components: 

âs^total ~ Ns + as 

To check the axisymmetric shell element, two prob

lems are solved here. The first is a clamped circular plate, 

and the second is a hemispherical shell. The results of the 

computer solution are very close to the theoretical results. 

Figure B.2 shows the problem of a clamped circular plate, 

the vertical deflection, and the bending moment in the 

radial direction. The theoretical solution is given in 

S. Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky-Krieger (1959). 

q , 2 2v 2 w = (a - r ) 
64D 

and 

Mr = ̂  [a2(l + v) - r2(3 + v>] 

where w is the vertical deflection and M is the radial 

bending moment. 

Figure B.3 shows the problem of a hemispherical 

shell, and the results of the theoretical and computer 
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! p= 1.0 psi 

E- 1.0 XIO7 psi 

v-0.3 

t  *  i  i  t i l l  ;  i n  
| X-

^ i t = 0.1 in 
f T 

-10.0' 
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-i 1 1 1 1 1 * • 
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- 8  
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_ -4 
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-O 

3 0 
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• program / 

+ 2 
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+ 6 

+ 8 

/ 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 > 8.0 9.0 10.0 xf|n̂  
-i 1 1 1 1 ~y—i 1 ~r 1 • 

Figure B.2. Clamped circular plate. -- a. Plate properties; 
b. Vertical deflections; c. Radial bending moment. 
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t= 1.0 in 

E= 1.0 X I07psi 

v~ 0.33 

a. 

M=l  in - lb / in  
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- 0.50 -p 
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0.00 

b. -0.5 L -J -0.25 

Figure B.3. Hemispherical shell. -- a. Shell 
properties; b. Radial bending 
moment. 



solutions. The results shown are for horizontal displace 

ment and the bending moment in the radial direction. The 

theoretical results are given by Zienkiewicz (1977). 
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1X8 

The following is a complete listing of the Fortran 

language program SSI used in this study. Portions of the 

original program, such as beam, bar and interface elements, 

have been deleted. This program was used by special permis

sion from Dr. Sogge (1980). 
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74/175 OPT-O TRACE FTN V.8+520 02/26^81 

PROGRAM SSI SSI 1  
1CINPUT*OUTPUT*TAPE5"INPUT#TAPE6«0UTPUT) SSI 2 

^••PROGRAM AFTER MODIFICATIONS OCT 9 1980 SSI 3 
COMMON /Q2/ST(221)*SIGHAE(221*2L)*PC(2701 *STRHC (  4)  SSI 4 
COMMON NUM»NT*HT»NPASS»IPNF.IQNF#IR4F»ISNF»NIT,NINT»STRATI0* SSI 5 

2AV&X»AV6Y»S(10#10)#Bt4»10)»D(B#8),ESB(a»10)»DEF(10) * SSI 6 
3A* INDEX*PATH*DWATER»KOUNT»NFLAG SSI 7 

COMMON EM0D(10)»XXI(10)*AREAUO)*THICK(10)*DENSTY(10)* SSI 8 
2PHI(10)*C0H(10)»RF(10)*FK(10)*FN(10)*PRATI0(10)T SSI 9 
4SS(220»80)»P(22O)»PTEMP(22O)»OISP(22O)»X(133)»Y(133)#MNF(133) * SSI 10 
5 IP(221 )* 10(221 T#IR (221)* IS <221 )»NTYPE( 221 )*MATYF>E( 221)» SSI 11 
BSTRESS(4*221)*NVAE(221)#LP(20)#PT(20)*NS(60)»SS$(4> SSI 12 

DIMENSION PLC(50)» NVSE(221)*NEC(60)*HPCUT(11) SSI 13 
DIMENSION CONSAA(10)*CONSMM(10)* CONSNN(10)»TIMEIN(20) SSI 14 
NX-1 SSI 15 
TIMEIN(NX)«0.0 SSI 16 

100 FORMAT (1615) SSI 17 
101 FORMAT (110* 7F10.01 SSI ie 
102 FORMAT (I5*15F5.0)  SSI 19 
1C3 FORMAT (BF10.0) SSI 20 
104 FORMAT (I5»7F10.0)  SSI 21 

1  CONTINUE SSI 2? 
READ (5*100) NKODES*NELEMS»NHATLS*NSL)L»TS SSI 23 
IF (NNODES.EO.O) GO TO 9999 SSI 24 
WRITE (6*25) SSI 25 
WRITE (6*27) NNODES*NELEMS,NMATLS»NSUPTS SSI 26 

27 FORMAT (4(4X*I5))  SSI 27 
READ(5*103) SFACXfSFACY *STRATIO*TOLFAC SSI 2A 
WRITE(6*4) SFACX*SFACY *STRATIQ*TOLFAC SSI 29 

4 F0RMAT(//*4X**SCALING FACTOR IN X DIRECTION«»*F10.3*T*4X>*SCALING SSI 30 
1FACTQR IN Y DIRECTION«*»F10.3*/ ,4X»*STRESS RATIO -*TL6X«F10.3 .  SSI 31 
2/ ,4X»*T0LERANCE FACTOR «»*12X*F10.3)  SSI 32 

READ(5#103) CONTIHE SSI 33 
MRITE(6* 6 )  CONTIME SSI 34 

6 FORMAT(//* 4X»* TOTAL CONSTRUCTION TIME >**E12.5)  SSI 35 
WRITE (6,29) SSI 36 

29 FORMAT ( / /4X**N0DE POINT X-COORDIS ATE Y-C90RDINATE*) SSI 37 
DO 5 1*1* NNODES SSI 38 
READ (5*104) NPT*X(NPT)*Y(NPT) SSI 39 

25 FORMAT ClHl#3X»*Nn NODES NO ELE*S N3 MATLS NO SUPTS*) SSI 40 
X(NPT)-X(NPT)*SFACX SSI 41 
Y(NPT)«Y(NPT)*SFACY SSI 42 

5 WRITE (6*33) NPT*X(NPT)*Y(NPT) SSI 43 
33 FORMAT (5X* 15* 6X* F10.2* 5X» F10.2)  SSI 44 

WRITE (6* 35) SSI 45 
35 FORMAT U/4X*»ELE NO P NODE Q NODE R NODE S NODE K TYPE NATLSSI 46 

2 TYPE*) SSI 47 
00 7 !•!»NELEMS SSI 48 
READ (5*100) J*IP(J)*IQ(J)*IR(J)*IS(J)*NTYPE(J)*NATYPE(J)  SSI 49 

7 WRITE (6*39) J* IP(J)*IQ(J)»IR(J)*IS(J) .NTYPE(J)*M4TYPE(J)  SSI 50 
39 FORMAT (4X*15*4(3X,15)»2X»15,4X,15) sst 51 

WRITE (6*440) SSI 52 
440 FORMAT ( / /4X**MATL TYP*»2X#*ELASTIC MOD** 8X**AREA**3X#*THICKNESS** SSI 53 

15X»»DENSTY*»10X,*A*,11X*W»11X»*»»*) SSI 54 
DO 8  I>1*NMATLS SSI 55 
READ(5* 101) J»EMQD(<1 )»AREA(J)*THICK(J)*DENSTY(J)#CONSAA(J)» SSI 56 

ICOHSNMTJ),CONSNN(J) SSI 57 
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74/175 OPT"0 TRACE FTN 4.8*520 02S26f81 

6 yRITE<6»442) J,EMQDlJ)fAREA(J»,THIC<{J) ,DENSTYlJ),CONSAA(J), SSI 58 
1C0NSMM(J)»C0NSNN(J) SSI 59 

442 FORMAT t4X,I5,5X,E11.4,2X»Ell.4,5(2X,E10. It) SSI 60 
WRITE (6,446) SSI 61 

446 FORMAT (//7X,#HT*»4X,*PHI*»4X»*C0H*,5X, »RF*» 5X, •FK*,5X,*FN*,1X, SSI 62 
1*PRAT10+) SSI 63 
DO 10 I-t.NMATLS SSI 64 
READ (5,102) J,PHI(J)*COH(J),RF(J),FK(J) ,FN(J) ,PRATI0(J) SSI 65 

10 URITE 16,446) J,PHI(J 1,COHCJ),RFtJ 1,FK1J» ,FN(J) ,PRATIOfJ) SSI 66 
448 FORMAT (4X,I5,3X,F4.1,2X,F5.3,2X,F5.3,IX, F6. 0,3X,F4.2»2X,F5.3) SSI 67 

READ (5*103) PATM»DWATER S5I 6B 
URITE (6,4501 PATH#DUATER SSI 69 

450 FORMAT (//4X,^ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ••»F15 .5, 2 X* •MATER DENSITY SSI 70 
2 F15.5) SSI 71 
WRITE 16*45) SSI 72 

45 FORMAT (//4X(•COORDINATE NO. OF POINTS SUPPORTED*) SSI 73 
READ (5*100) (NS(I)fI-1,NSUPT5) SSI 74 
URITE(6,47) CMS CI)#I»1,NSUPTS) SSI 75 

47 F0RMAT(16(1X,I4)) SSI 76 
C***««TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES QF FREEDOM SSI 77 

NODOF-O SSI 7P 
MNDFPN-2 SSI 79 
DO 126 NN-1»NNDDES SSI 80 
DO 122 NE-1, NELEMS SSI 81 
NT-NTYPE(NE) SSI 82 
NNF(NN)-NODDF SSI 83 
GO TO (122*124,122,122,122,122,122,124) NT SSI B4 

124 IF (NN.NE.IP(NE).AND.NN.NE.IO(NE) ) GO TO 122 SSI B5 
HNDFPN-3 SSI B6 
N0D0F«N0D0F*3 SSI 87 
GO TO 126 SSI 68 

122 CONTINUE SSI B9 
NODOF-NODOF+2 SSI 90 

126 CONTINUE SSI 91 
MAXIMUM NODE SEPARATION AND BANDWIDTH SSI 92 
NBW-1 SSI 93 
NDDSEP-1 SSI 94 
DO 131 I>1,NELEMS SSI 95 
NT-NTYPE(I) SSI 96 
IPP-IP(I) SSI 97 
iao«ioa) SSI 98 
NG-MAXO (IPP,I09) SSI 99 
NL-MINO IIPP,IQ0) SSI 100 
IF (NT.LT.3.0R.NT.E0.8) GO TO 130 SSI 101 
IRR-IR(I) SSI 102 
NG-MAXO (NG*IRR) SSI 103 
NL-MINO (NL,1SR) SSI 104 
IF (NT.LT.4.0R.NT.EQ.6) GO TO 130 SSI 105 
ISS-IS(I) SSI 106 
NG-MAXO {NG,ISS) SSI 107 
NL-MINO (NL,ISS) SSI 108 

130 NNFG-NDDOF SSI 109 
IF (NG.NE.NNODES) NNFG"NNF(NG+1) SSI 110 
ITNBW-NNFG-NNF(NL) SSI 111 
ITNS-NG-NL SSI 112 
IF (ITNBW.GT.NBW) NBW-ITNBW SSI 113 
IF (ITNS.GT.NODSEP) NODSEP-ITNS SSI 114 
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74/175 OPT«0 TRACE FTN 4.0*5»8 02/26/61 

131 CONTINUE SSI 115 
WRITE (6*1321 NODOF»NBW*NODSEP*MNDFPN SSI 116 

132 FORMAT (IH1,3X*»N0 DEG OF FRED « + *15»3X»*BANDWIDTH • •*I4»3X»*N0DE SSI 117 
2SEP «+>I3»3X»*NAX NODE OOF -*»I2> SSI 118 

C»***•CONSECUTIVE COORDINATE NUMBERING MODIFICATION SSI 119 
DO 140 K«1*NSUPTS SSI 120 
N"INS(K)-1»/MNDFPN+1 SSI 121 

140 NS(K)"NNF(N)*NS(K)-N*MNDFPN«-MNDFPN SSI 122 
^•••••INITIALIZE VALUES SSI 123 

KOUNT-1 SSI 124 
00 55 I-WNOOOF SSI 125 

t>5 0ISP(I)-0.0 SSI 126 
DO 5b I-1*NELEMS SSI 127 
NVSE(I)-0 SSI 128 
DO 56 K«l,4 SSI 129 

5b STRE5S(K*I)«0.0 SSI 130 
601 CONTINUE SSI 131 

READ (5*100) INDEX SSI 132 
WRITE (6*160) INDEX SSI 133 

lt>0 FORMAT (1HI*3X#»INDE X -*»I3) SSI 134 
IF(INDEX.E0.0.0R.INDEX.E0.3) L-KOUNT SSI 135 
IF (INDEX.EO.10) GO TO 1 SSI 13b 
IF (INDEX.LT.O.OR.INDEX.GT.51 WRITE(6.9000) SSI 137 
IF (INDEX.LT.O.OR.INDEX.GT.5) GO TO 9999 SSI 138 

9000 FORMAT ERROR ") ,"*******•") SSI 139 
IF (INDEX.EO.5) GO TO 080 SSI 140 
WRITE (6» 53) SSI 141 

53 FORMAT (//4X **NQ LOAD INTVLS FRACTIONS OF TOTAL LOAD*) SSI 142 
READ (5*102) NINT*(PLC(I)*I«1*NINT) SSI 143 
WRITE (6* 54) NINT,(PLC(I)*I»1*NINT) SSI 144 

34 FORMAT (7X»I5*6X*15(2X*F5.31) SSI 145 
IF (INDEX.EO.O) GO TO B03 SSI 146 
IF (INDEX.GE.3) GO TO 840 SSI 147 
READ (5*100) NINC SSI 146 
WRITE (6*48) NINC SSI 149 

48 FORMAT (//4X»*N0 OF INCREMENTS (LAYERS) -*»I4) SSI 150 
C*****CONSIDERING DEACTIVATED ELEMENTS SSI 151 
803 CONTINUE SSI 152 

READ (5*100) NCE SSI 153 
WRITE (6*B04) NCE SSI 154 

804 FDRMAT (/4X**N0 OF CHANGING ELEMENTS «*»I5) SSI 155 
IF(NCE.Ea.O) GO TO 812 SSI 156 
READ (5*100) (NEC(I)»I«1»NCE) SSI 157 
WRITE (6*806) SSI 156 

806 FORMAT (/4X* *ELEMENT NOS OF ELEMENTS CHANGING*) SSI 159 
WRITE (6*47) (NEC(I) *IB1*NCE) SSI 160 
IF (INDEX.NE.2) GO TO 807 SSI 161 
WRITE(6*9700) KOUNT SSI 162 

9700 F0RMAT(/»20X»*THIS IS CONSTRUCTION STEP NO.*»IS) SSI 163 
KOUNT"KQUNT+1 SSI 164 
L-KOUNT SSI 165 

807 IF (INDEX.EQ.2) GO TO 812 SSI 166 
D3 814 I-WNCE SSI 167 
J»NEC(I) SSI 168 
IF (INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO 815 SSI 169 
NVSE(J )*0 SSI 170 
GO TO 814 SSI 171 
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bl& NVSEIJ) »1 
814 CONTINUE 

IF (INDEX.EQ.l) GO TO 601 
die! CONTINUE 

NLAY-0 
LEEN-0 

C*****ANALYZE FOR NUMBER OF INCREMENTAL LAYERS***** 
800 NLAY-NLAY»1 

IF (INDEX.NE.1.AND.INDEX.NE.2) GO TO 840 
WRITE (6*862) NLAY 

862 FORMAT (4X,*LAYER NUMBER -*,I3l 
C*****NEW LAYER INFORMATION 

LBEN-LEEN+1 
READ (5»100) LEEN 
WRITE (6*818) LEEN 

618 FORMAT (//4X,*LIFT ENDING ELEMENT OF NEC(I)) NO **>15) 
IF (INDEX.NE.2) GO TO 640 
READ (5*100) NNPCUT 
WRITE (6*820) NNPCUT 

820 FORMAT (/4X,*M0 OF NODAL POINTS ALO^G CUT «*,I5) 
READ (5#100) (NPCUT(I)*I"1*NNPCUT) 
WRITE (6*822) 

822 FORMAT (/4X**N0DE NO OF NODAL POINTS ALOIS CUT*) 
WRITE (6*47) (NPCUT(I)*I«1»NNPCUT) 
DO 828 I-1*NELEMS 

028 NVAE(I)-0 
DO 830 I-L3EN*LEEN 
J-NECtI) 
NVAE(J)-1 

BiO NVSE(J)«1 
840 CONTINUE 

C******IMPOSE SUPPORT DISPLACEMENTS 
IF(INDEX.NE.-l) GO TO 167 
READ(5*100) NSUPTS 
WRITE(6#162) NSUPTS 

162 FORMAT(//*4X»*NO OF SUPPORTS -*»I5) 
WRITE(6*45) 
RE ADC 5*100) (NS(11 * I-1*NSUPTS) 
WRITE(6*47) (N5(I)t I-1*NSUPTS) 
DO 164 K«1#NSUPTS 
N«(NS(K)—D/MNDFPN + l 

1 o4 NS(K)> NNF(N)*NS(K)-N*MNDFPN*HNDFPN 
INDEX-3 

167 CONTINUE 
C*****POPULATE THE LOAD VECTOR* P(I) 

DO 60 I • 1* NOOOF 
60 P(I) - 0.0 

IF (INDEX.NE.3) GO TO 63 
READ (5*100) NLOADS 
WRITE (6*52) NLOADS 

bZ FORMAT l//4X»*N0 OF LOADS -*»I5) 
WRITE (6*49) 

49 FORMAT (//4X**COORDINATE NO. OF L0A3 LOAD*) 
DO 11 I • 1* NLOADS 
READ(5*101) LP (I)* PT(I) 

11 WRITE< 6* 51) LP( I) » PT(I) 
31 FORMAT (12X*I5*13X*F10.3) 

122 

02/26/81 

SSI 172 
SSI 173 
SSI 174 
SSI 175 
SSI 176 
SSI 177 
SSI 176 
SSI 179 
SSI 180 
SSI 181 
SSI 182 
SSI 183 
SSI 184 
SSI 185 
SSI 106 
SSI 187 
SSI 188 
SSI 189 
SSI 190 
SSI 191 
SSI 192 
SSI 193 
SSI 194 
SSI 195 
SSI 196 
SSI 197 
SSI 196 
SSI 199 
SSI 200 
SSI 201 
SSI 202 
SSI 203 
SSI 204 
SSI 205 
SSI 206 
SSI 207 
SSI 203 
SSI 209 
SSI 210 
SSI 211 
SSI 212 
SSI 213 
SSI 214 
SSI 215 
SSI 216 
SSI 217 
SSI 218 
SSI 219 
SSI 220 
SSI 221 
SSI 22? 
SSI 223 
SSI 224 
SSI 225 
SSI 226 
SSI 227 
SSI 226 
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DO 142 K«1»NL0ADS SSI 229 
N»ILP<KI-1)/NNDFPN+1 SSI 230 

142 LP<K>"NNF{N>»LPU)-N*NNDFPN+1I«DFPN SSI 231 
00 62 1*1rNLOADS SSI 232 
J - LP rI> SSI 233 

62 P(J) - PT(11 SSI 234 
63 CONTINUE SSI 235 

C*****CONPUTE NODAL LOADS EQUIVALENT TO STRESSES IN REMOVED LAYER SSI 236 
IF (INDEX.NE.2) GO TO B82 SSI 237 
DO 867 I-1#NQD0F SSI 238 

667 SS(I»1)»0.0 SSI 239 
NPASS-3 SSI 240 
DO 860 NUH-WNELENS SSI 241 
IF (NVAE(NUK).NE.l) GO TO 868 SSI 242 
NT"NTYPE<NUK1 SSI 243 
GO TO t863»868»B65»B6B»B69fB65»869»868) NT SSI 244 

d6> CALL QUAD5 SSI 245 
CALL STREST SSI 246 
GO TO 868 SSI 247 

d 09 CALL 0UAQ5 SSI 248 
06a CONTINUE SSI 249 

C*****SUB TRACT NODAL LOADS EQUIVALENT TO STRESSES IN REMOVED LAYER SSI 250 
DO B72 I«1»NNPCUT SSI 251 
J-NPCUK I) SSI 252 
K*NNF (J ) 4-1 SSI 253 
P(K»- SS(K»1> SSI 254 

b7Z P(K + U*SS(K + 1»1) SSI 255 
U82 CONTINUE SSI 256 

IF (INDEX.NE.5) GO TO 883 SSI 257 
C»»***TIMfc-DEPENDENT SECTION SSI 258 

NPASS-4 SSI 259 
b JO NX* NX+1 SSI 260 

READ(5t103 I TIHEIN(NX) SSI 261 
HRITE(6»0501 SSI 262 

850 F0RMAT(/»4X»* TIME DEPENDENT ANALYSIS*) SSI 263 
WR1TE(6*852) TIIEIN(NX) SSI ?64 

U' jZ FQRMATC/4X»*TIKE INTRNALS AT UHICH THE ANALYSIS TD 1 BE D0NE*»E12.5)SSI 265 
IF (TIHEIN(NX).GT.CONTIME) GO TO 9*3 SSI 266 
NFLAG-0 SSI 267 

b>7 CONTINUE SSI 268 
JCOUNT-O SSI 2 69 
IF (NFLAG.NE.i) GO TO 858 SSI 270 
GO TO B59 SSI 271 

Oil 3 NFLAG-1 SSI 272 
JCQUNT-0 SSI 273 
L"2 SSI 274 

b&g TIMEINF"TINE IN(NXl-TIHEINC L—11 SSI 275 
TIHEINI«TINEIN(NX-1»-TINEIN(L-1) SSI 2 76 
K0UNTN1*K0UNT-1 SSI 277 
LM1»L-1 SSI 278 
WRITE<6,9939» TIME INI*TIMEINFrKOUNTMULH1 SSI 279 

9939 FORMAT(/#10X»10(*-*)»5X»*THIS IS HISTORY ANALYSIS TO PICK UP PREVISSI 280 
1 OUS LOADINGS**/rlOX»*Tl-*«E12.5»5X» * T2"*» E12•5» IOX#*CONSTRUCTIOSSI 281 
2N STEP N0.*»I5«:i0Xi*HIST0RY INTERVAL NO.* »I5) SSI 282 
GO TO B56 SSI 263 

bid TIMED-TIMEIN(NX1-TIMEIN(NX-1> SSI 284 
WRITE(6»9949> TIMED SSI 285 
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9949 FORMAT!/,10X»*T1- 0.0 *»10X,*T2"*»E12.5) SSI 286 
CALL HEAD SSI 287 
WRITE(6,85l) SSI 288 

tfSl FQRMAT(//flOX»n****THESE STRESSES ARE DUE TD TINE-DEPENDENCY** 289 
dab CONTINUE SSI 290 

DO 881 1*1*NDDQF SSI 291 
btU PCtH-0.0 SSI 292 

DO 054 NUH -l.NELEMS SSI 293 
IF (NVSE(NUH).NE.O) GO TO B54 SSI 294 
NT'NTYPECNUN) SSI 295 
MT-HATYPE(NUN) SSI 296 
CONSTA»CONSAA(MT> SSI 297 
CONSTN-CONSHMtMT) SSI 298 
CONSTN-CJNSHN(HT) SSI 299 
IF I CONST A.EO.O.O) 60 TO 885 SSI 300 
SIGHA0»SlGHAE<NUf1#L-ll-SIGMAE<NU*>L) SSI 301 
IF (SIGNAD) 887»885*885 SSI 3 02 

od7 IF (NFLAG.EQ.l) GO TO 888 SSI 303 
U*****CALCULATIONS OF CREEP STRAINS DUE T3 TIHE ANALYSIS SSI 304 

ST( NUJO«(CON5TA*(-SIGMAO)**CONSTN*(TINED)**CONSTN> SSI 305 
GO TO 884 SSI 306 

BBS ST(NUM)"(CONSTA*(-SIGHADI**CONSTN*(TIHEINF**CONSTN-TIHEINI**CONSTNSSI 307 
1)) SSI 308 
GO TO B84 SSI 309 

uas ST(NUM)«0. SSI 310 
GO TO 854 SSI 311 

b»4 T0L-(PATH/EH03(MT1)*TOLFAC SSI 312 
IF (ST(NUN).LT.TOL) GO T0 854 SSI 313 
NPA SS"4 SSI 314 
JCOUNT-JCOUNT+L SSI 315 
GO TO (170»170»l71,170f172»171,172.170> ST SSI 316 

171 CALL QUAD5 SSI 317 
CALL STREST SSI 318 
GO TO 170 SSI 319 

172 CALL QUADS SSI 320 
170 CONTINUE SSI 321 
854 CONTINUE SSI 322 

IF iJCOUNT.EO.O) GO TO 121 SSI 323 
WRITE(6r184) SSI 324 

184 325 
14X»*N0DE*»12Xr*H0RZ LOAD*.12X,*VERT LOAD*,15X,*«0MENT*> SSI 326 
00 186 I-1»NSUPTS SSI 327 
NSl-NS(I) SSI 328 

186 PC(NSI)*0*0 SSI 329 
00 185 I-1»NN0DES SSI 330 
IF (l.EQ.NNODES) GO TO 182 SSI 331 
NDFPN"NNF(I*1l-NNF(I) SSI 332 
GO TO 183 SSI 333 

182 NDFPN-NDDOF-N"IF(I) SSI 334 
163 J-NNFID + l SSI 335 

IF (NDFPN.EQ.2) GO TO 187 SSI 336 
WRITE(6, 82) I*PC(J)»PC(Jtl)»PC(J+2l SSI 337 
GO TO 185 SSI 338 

187 WRITEC6, 82) I,PC(J),PC(J*1) SSI 339 
IB 5 CONTINUE SSI 340 
6B3 CONTINUE SSI 341 

NIT-0 SSI 3*2 
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C++***ANALYZE FOR NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WITHIN THIS LAYER***** SSI 343 
65 NIT-NIT+1 SSI 344 

WRITE (6*664) NIT SSI 345 
d64 FORMAT (4X»*ITERATION NO -**13) SSI 346 

00 64 1 - 1P NODDF SSI 347 
DO 64 J-1»NBW SSI 348 

64 SS(I»J 1 - 0.0 SSI 349 
NPASS - I SSI 350 
00 66 NUN-1,HELENS SSI 351 
IF (NVSE(NUN).NE.O) GO TO 66 SSI 352 
NT-NTYPE(NUN) SSI 353 
GO TO (66* 66* 95* 66* 95»95* 9?.* 97) NT SSI 354 

95 CALL QUAD5 SSI 355 
GO TO 96 SSI 356 

97 CALL AXISHL SSI 357 
96 CALL STORE SSI 358 
bb CONTINUE SSI 359 

IF [INDEX.EQ.5) GO TO 76 SSI 360 
C*****ELIHINATING 030* FORCE WHEN SUPPORT OR SUPPORT DI S" SSI 361 

IF (INDEX.LT.O.OR.INDEX.GT.3) GO TO 71 SSI 362 
IF (INDEX.NE.3) GO TO 67 SSI 363 
DO 68 I-1*NSUPTS SSI 364 
NSI-NS m SSI 365 
PlNSD-0.0 SSI 366 
DO 68 J*1* NL OADS SSI 367 
LPJ»LP(J) SSI 368 

• 8 IF (NSI.E9.LPJ) P(LPJ)-PT(J> SSI 369 
GO TO 71 SSI 370 

67 DO 70 I-lrNSUPTS SSI 371 
NSI"MS(II SSI 372 

70 P(N S11"0.0 SSI 373 
71 CONTINUE SSI 374 

IF (NIT.NE.i) GO TO 281 SSI 375 
C++ + MC01PUTE FRACTION OF LOAD FOR THIS ITERATION SSI 376 

DO 200 I-lfNOOOF SSI 377 
<!6G PTEHPlI )«P(I I *PLC (1) SSI 378 

GO TO 283 SSI 379 
<>81 DO 282 I-lfNODQF SSI 380 

2.* 1 PTEHPlI)-»lI) *(PLC(NIT)—PLC(NIT—1)) SSI 381 
203 CONTINUE SSI 382 

WRITE (6*74) SSI 383 
74 FORMAT(1HO*4X**NDDE**12X»*HORZ LOAD*»12X,*VERT LOAD**15X**N0HENT*)SSI 384 

00 75 I*lfNMODES SSI 385 
IF (I.EQ.NNODES) GO TO 72 SSI 386 
NDFPN"NNF(I + D—NNF(I) SSI 387 
GO TO 73 SSI 388 

72 NDFPN-NODOF-NNF(I) SSI 389 
73 J-NNF(I) • 1 SSI 390 

IF (NDFPN.EQ.2) GO TO 77 SSI 391 
WRITE (6,82) I»PTENP(J)*PTEHPti+l)*PTEnP(J*2) SSI 392 
GO TO 75 SSI 393 

77 WRITE (6,82) I#PTENP(4)»PTEMP(J*1) SSI 394 
75 CONTINUE SSI 395 

C*+••** APPLY BOUNDARY LIMITATION SSI' 396 
lb  DO 79 I-lfNSUPTS SSI 397 

J"NS(I) SSI 398 
NR«J SSI 399 
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DO 78 K"2»NBW SSI 400 
SS(J»K)«0.0 SSI 401 
IF (NR.LT.2) GO TO 78 SSI 402 
NR-NR-1 SSI 403 
SS(NR#K)»0.0 SSI 404 

73 CONTINUE SSI 4 0 5 
7v S51J»1) -1.0 SSI 406 

^•••DECOUPLING DEACTIVATED NODES SSI 407 
DO 842 !•1» NODOF SSI 408 
IF <ABS(SS(I»1)).GT.1.0E-10*PATH) GO TO 842 SSI 409 
NR-I SSI 4 10 
DO 844 K-2»NBW SSI 411 
SSt I»K)*0«0 SSI 412 
IF (NR.LE.l) GO TO 844 SSI 413 
NR» NR-1 SSI 414 
SS(NR#K) >0.0 SSI 415 

d<i4 CONTINUE SSI 416 
SS(I»1)>1.0 SSI 417 
PTE MP(I)•0.0 SSI 416 
PCdl-0.3 SSI 419 

042 CONTINUE SSI 420 
WRITE (6*862) NL AY SSI 421 
WRITE (6»864) NIT SSI 422 
IF (INDEX.E9.S) GO TO 284 SSI 423 
CALL EOSOL ISS,PTEMP»NODOF»NBW) SSI 424 
DO 286 I-1»N000F SSI 425 

i t  do 0ISP(1)>DISP (II +PTEHP(I) SSI 426 
GO T<3 267 SSI 427 

IbM CALL EQSQL (SSjPC»NODOF,NBW) SSI 428 
DO 285 I«1,NOQOF SSI 429 
PTENP(I)«PC(I> SSI 430 

265 DISP(I)-DISP(I) + PC(I) SSI 431 
2U7 WR1 TE (6» 30) SSI 432 

dO FORMAT (1H0.4X»»N0DE*»6X.»H0RZ DEFLECT 104*#6X»*VERT DEFLECTION#* SSI 433 
U3X,•ROTATION*) SSI 434 
DO 84 I-ltNNOOES SSI 435 
IF (I•EQ.NNOOES) GO TO 83 SSI 436 
NDFPN»NNF(I*l)-NNF(I) SSI 437 
GO TO 85 SSI 438 

oJ NOFPN-NDDOF-NNFd ) SSI 439 
65 J-NNF(II+1 SSI 440 

IF (NDFPN.EQ.2) GO TO 81 SSI 441 
WRITE (6»B2) I»DISP(J)>DISP(J+l>»0TSP<J+2) SSI 442 

62 FORMAT (4X*I9,3(2X»E19.8>) SSI 443 
GO TO 84 SSt 444 

81 WRITE (6»82) I»DISP(J)»DISPIJ*l» SSI 445 
tf4 CONTINUE SSI 446 

CALL HEAD SSI 447 
NPASS-2 SSI 448 
DO 605 I-1»NODOF SSI 449 

60J» SSII»l)-0.0 SSI 450 
DO 120 NUIt"l»NELENS SSI 451 
IF (NVSE(NUN).NE.O) GO TO 120 SSI 452 
NT-NTYPEINUN) SSI 453 
GO TO (120*120,113»120#115.113,119,116) NT SSI 454 

113 CALL QUADS SSI 455 
CALL STREST SSI 456 
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GO TO 120 SSI 457 
lis CALL QUAD5 SSI 458 

GO TO 120 SSI 459 
116 CALL AXISHL SSI 460 

CALL SAXIS SSI 461 
120 CONTINUE SSI 462 

121 IF (NIT.NE.NINTI GO TQ 65 SSI 463 
IF (INDEX.GT.01 GO TO 630 SSI 464 
00 57 I»1»N0DQF SSI 465 

>7 DISPU »-0.0 SSI 4 66 
630 CONTINUE SSI 4 67 

IF (NFLAG.EQ.l) L»L*1 SSI 468 
IF (INOEX.EO.O) GO TO 801 SSI 469 
IF tNFLAG.EQ.lt GO TO 634 SSI 470 
IF (INDEX.NE.51 GO TO 633 SSI 471 
L-2 SSI 472 
NFLAG-1 SSI 473 

634 IF (TIMEINtKXI.GT.CONTIME.ANO.L .IE .KOUNT) GO TO 857 SSI 4 74 
IF (L .LT.K3UNT) GO TO 857 sst 475 

633 NFLAG-0 SSI 476 
IF (INDEX.NE.l.AND.INDEX.NE.2) GO TO 801 SSI 477 
IF (NLAY.NE.NINCJ GO TO 800 SSI 478 
GO TO 801 SSI 4 79 

•#?V9 CONTINUE SSI 4 80 
ENO SSI 481 
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SUBROUTINE QUADS 
CQHttDN /Ol/ AQ»TPI10),TBI4»10> 
CQ1H0N /02/ST(2Zl)#SIGMAE(221»2ll»PC (270) »STRUCK) 
CQHHDK NUM»NT»MT»NPASS»lPNF»IQNFfIRMF»ISNF»NIT»NINT»STRATIQ> 

2AVGX#AV6Y»S(10»10)»B(4,10)»D(8f8l»ESB(8,10>»DEFt10)» 
3A# INDEX»PATM»DMATER»KOUNT»NFLAG 
COMMON eHOD(10)#XXI(10)pAREA(10)»THICK(10>»DENSTY(10>, 

2PHI (10>»COH(10l*RF(10)»FK(iO> »FN(10) »PRATIOUO>» 
4SS(220»80)»P(220)»PTENP(220)*DISP(22 0)pX<1331,Y(133»,NNF(133)t 
5IP(221),IQ(221>»IR(221),IS(221)»NTYPE(22l>»HATYPE(221>. 
6STRESS(4»221)»NVAE(221)»LP(20)»PT(29)fNS(60)»SSS(4) 
IPP-IP(NUM) 
IQQ-IO(NUM) 
IRR-IR(NUM) 
IP1F-NNF1IPP) 
I0NF-MNF(IQQ1 
IRNF-MNF(IRR) 
XP-X(IPP) 
YP«Y(IPP) 
XQ-X(IOQ) 
YO-YtlQQ) 
XR»X(IRR> 
YR«Y(IRR> 
IF (NT.NE.3.AND.NT.NE.6) GO TO 8 
CALL TRIM3 (XP*YP#XQ»YQ»XR»YR»1»1) 
RETURN 

8 ISS'IS(NUM) 
ISNF-NNFtISS) 
XS-X(ISSI 
YS«Y(ISSI 
AQ*A8S<(XR-XQ»»(YO-YP)-(XQ-XP)*lYR-YQ)• < XR-XS I *(YP-YS>-( YR-YS)» 

2(XP-XS>>/2.0 
XTMXP + XQtXR+XSI/4.0 
YT»l YP+YQ*YR*YS>/4.0 
DO 2 1-1*10 
TP(1)*0.0 
00 2 J-l»10 

2 SlI»J)-Q.0 
00 3 1-1.4 
DO 3 J-1.10 

3 TB(l»J(-0.0 
CALL TRM3 (XS,YS,XPrYP»XT»YT,4»l) 
CALL TRIM3 (XP,YP#X0»Y0»XT»YT»1»2) 
CALL TRIM3 (X0« YQ»XR»YR»XT»YT»2f3) 
CALL TRIH3 IXR#YR»XS»YS*XT»YT#3»4) 
IF (NPASS.EQ.3.0R.NPASS.E0.4) GO T3 15 
IF (NPASS.NE.l) GO TO 4 
CALL C0N3 tS,TP) 
IF (NIT.NE.1> RETURN 
IF (INDEX.EO.O) GO TO 7 
IF (INDEX.NE.l.OR.NVAE(NUN).NE.l) RETURS 

7 P(IPNF+2)«P(IPNF+2)«TP(2) 
PtIQNF+2)"P(IQNF*2)»TP(4) 
P (HlNF + 2)"P(IRNF*2)*TP(6) 
P(ISNF+2)-P(ISNF+2)+TP(8) 
RETURN 

C*****FIND INC DISP AT CENTER NODE 

SSI % 82 
SSI 483 
SSI 404 
SSI 4 85 
SSI 486 
SSI 487 
SSI 488 
SSI 489 
SSI 490 
SSI 491 
SSI 492 
SSI 493 
SSI 494 
SSI 495 
SSI 496 
SSI 4 97 
SSI 498 
SSI 499 
SSI soo 
SSI 501 
SSI 502 
SSI 503 
SSI 504 
SSI 505 
SSI 506 
SSI 507 
SSI soe 
SSI 509 
SSI 510 
SSI 511 
SSI 512 
SSI 513 
SSI 514 
SSI 515 
SSI 516 
SSI 517 
SSI 518 
SSI 519 
SSI 520 
SSI 521 
SSI 522 
SSI 523 
SSI 524 
SSI 525 
SSI 526 
SSI 527 
SSI 528 
SSI 529 
SSI 530 
SSI 531 
SSI 532 
SSI 533 
SSI 534 
SSI 535 
SSI 536 
SSI 537 
SSI 538 
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4 DO 10 I-l»2 
TP 11) -PT£HP1IPNF+I» 
TP(I+2)-PTEKP(lQNFtI> 
TP!I+4I-PTEHP(IRNF+IJ 

10 TPtI+6)«PT£NP(ISNF + n 
DO 11 1-1*2 
ESB(3+I,l)-0.0 
00 11 K-1,B 

11 ESfit3+I#l)"ES8I3+I»1>-S<8+I»K)»TP(K) 
C1-S<9,9)»S(10,10»-S(9»10>*S(10,9) 
ESB(6,1I-(S(10,10 I*ESB<4,1>-S(9,10>»ES8(5,1> >/Cl 
E$3(7,ll»l-S(10,9)*ESB(4,l>+SC9»9)*ESa(5»ll)/CI 

C*****FIND TOT 01SP AT CENTER NODE 
00 12 1*1*2 
TP(11 -QISPUPNF + IJ 
TPU*2)-DISP(IQNF + I) 
TP( I+4)-DISP(IRNF+I> 

12 TPCI+6)"DISP(ISNF+II 
00 13 I«l»2 
ES8<3+I»l)-0.0 
DO 13 K*1,8 

13 ESa<3*I,ll-ESB(3+I,l>-St8+I,K)»TP(K> 
ESB<6,2)-(S( 10,10t*ESB(4*ll-S<9,10>*ESB(5,1> Y /CI 
ESB(7»2>-t-S<10,9t»ESBC4,ll+S(9,9>»ESBt5,lH/Cl 

15 AVSX-lXP+X3+XR+XS)/4.0 
AVGY«(YP+YQ+YR+YSI/4.0 
CALL STREST 
CALL COND CS,TP) 
IF <NPASS.NE.4J GO TO 17 
DO 18 1-1,2 
PC(IPNF+I)-PC(IPHF+I) + TP(1) 
PC(IQNF+Il-PCIIQNF+1>+TP(I+2> 
PCC IRNF + H-PCI IRNF + I) + TP(I+4) 

IB PC(I$NF+I)-PC(ISNF+I)+TP(I+6t 
RETURN 

17 DO 16 1-1,2 
SS(IPNF+I,1I-SS(IPNF+I,1>+TP(I> 
SS(IQNF+1,11-SS(IQNF+1*1)«TP(1+2) 
SS(IRNF+I,ll"SS(IRNF+I»l)+TP(I+4) 

lb SS< ISNFM#1)»SSCISNF + I,l ) + TP(l+6l 
RETURN 
END 
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SS! 539 
SSt 540 
SSI 541 
SSI 542 
SSI 543 
SSI 544 
SSI 545 
SSt 546 
SSI 547 
SSI 548 
SSI 549 
SSI 550 
SSI 551 
SSI 5 52 
SSI 553 
SSI 554 
SSI 555 
SSI 556 
SSI 557 
SSI 558 
SSI 559 
SSI 560 
SSI 561 
SSI 562 
SSI 563 
SSI 564 
SSI 565 
SSI 566 
SSI 567 
SST 568 
SSI 569 
SSI 570 
SSI 571 
SSI 572 
SSI 573 
SSI 574 
SSI 575 
SSI 576 
SSI 577 
SSI 578 
SSI 579 
SSI 580 
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SUBROUTINE TRIH3 (XP»YP»XO#YO*XR.YR*II*JJ I 
COMMON /Ql/ AQ*TP(10)»TB(4»10) 
COMMON /02/ST(221)»SIGMAE(221*21),PC(270)»STRNC(4) 
COMMON NUH»NT* HT*NPASS*IPNF*IQNF *IRNF* ISNF*NIT»NINT*STRATIO* 

2AVGX*AVGY*S(10*10)*B(4*10)#DI 8*8)*ESB(6*10)*DEFt10)* 
3 A* INDEX*PATH*0 WATER,KOUNTjNFLAG 
COMMON EMODtlO)*XXI( 10)* AREA(IO)*THICK(10) *DENSTY(10) * 

2PHI(10)*CQH(10)*RF(10)*FK(10)*FN(10)*PRAT10(10)* 
4SS! 220*B0)»P(220)*PTEHP(2201*DISP(22 0)»XI133)*YI133)*NMF1133># 
5IP(221)*I0(221)»IR(221)*IS(22l)*NTYP E(221)*MATYPE(221) * 
6STRESS(4*221)*NVAE(221),LP<20)»PTC20J*NSI601*SSS 14) 
DIMENSION N(6) 

COMPUTE STIFFNESS PROPERTIES FOR EACH TRI13 ELEMENT 
XRQ XR-XQ 

SSI 581 
SSI 582 
SSI 583 
SSI 584 
SSI 585 
SSI 586 
SSI 587 
SSI 588 
SSI 589 
SSI 590 
SSt 591 
SSI 592 
SSI 593 
SSI 5 94 

XRP • XR-XP SSI 
X3P « XQ-XP SSI 
YRQ • YR-YO SSI 
YRP - YR-YP SSI 
YQP - YQ-YP SSI 
A2» XRQ*YQP-XQP*YR3 SSI 
A>A8S(A2)/2.0 SSI 
AVGX-(XP+XQ+XR)/3. SSI 
AVGY-(YP*Y0»YR)/3. SSI 
DO 6 1-1*4 SSI 
DO 6 J-l» 6 SSI 

6 BCI»J)-0.0 SSI 
B( 1*1) - YRQ/A2 SSI 
B(L * 3) » -YRP/A2 SSI 
6(1*51 - YQP/A2 SSI 
8(2*2) - -XRQ/A2 SSI 
8(2*4) - XRP/A2 SSI 
B(2*6) - -X0P/A2 SSI 
IF (NT.LT.6) GO TO 6 SSI 

C*****AXISYNMETRIC ELEMENTS ONLY 
B(3*11• ( (XR*YQ-XQ*YR )/AVGX+YRQ—XRQtA VGY/AVGX1/A2 
B(3*3)-((XP*YR—XR*YP)/AV GX—YRP*XRP*AVGY/AVGX)/A2 
B(3*5)>Uxa»YP-XP*YQ)/AVGX*YQP-XQP*AVGY/AVGX)/A2 
B (4 * 1) -B ( 2 * 2 ) 
B(4»2)-B(l»l) 
B(4*3)-B(2»4) 
B(4*4)*B(1*3) 
B(4*5 )«B(2*6) 
B(4*6)-B(l*5) 
GO TO 9 

6 013*1) « B(2,2) 
B(3 * 2) - B(1* 1) 
3(3*3) - B(2*4) 
B(3 *4 ) « B(1* 3) 
B(3 *5) - B(2*6) 
B(3 *6) - B(1*S) 

9 IF INT.EQ.3.OR.NT.EG.6) 
DO 110 1-1*2 
M(I)-IX*2+[-2 
K(I»2)-JJ»2*I-2 

110 NU+4)-B*I 
DO 111 1-4*7 
DO 111 J«l,10 

GO TQ 114 

SSI 614 
SSI 615 
SSI 616 
SSI 617 
SSI 616 
SSI 619 
SSI 620 
SSI 621 
SSI 622 
SSI 623 
SSI 624 
SSI 625 
SSI 626 
SSI 627 
SSI 628 
SSI 629 
SSI 630 
SSI 631 
SSI 632 
SSI 633 
SSI 634 
SSI 635 
SSI 636 
SSI 637 
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111 ESBdf JI-0.0 SSI 638 
U-3 SSI & 39 
IF (NT.EQ.7) 11*4 SSI 640 
00 112 I>1»LL SSI 641 
00 112 J*l*6 SSI 642 
I2>N(J1 * SSI 643 
ESB(I+3fI2)-B(It J) SSI 644 

112 T0( I#I2)-TBC I» t2»*9U»J>/4.0 SSI 649 
DO 113 I-1#LL SSI 646 
DO 113 J"l*10 SSI 647 

li.3 8<[*J)-E$B(I*3*J) SSI 648 
114 NT"HATYPE(NUN) SSI 649 

THK-THICK(NT) SSI 690 
IF (NT.CT.9) THK-6.283189308*AVGX SSI 691 
IF (NPASS.EQ.3.AN0.NT.EQ.3I CO TO 809 SSI 692 
IF (NPASS.EQ.3.AN0.NT.EQ.6) 60 TO 803 SSI 693 
IF (JJ.GT.l) CD TO 70 SSI 694 
V-PRATIO(NT) SSI 699 
Hl-.5*((STRESS(1* NUfU*STRESSf 3*NUN)I /2.*STRESS(2*NUH) ) SSI 656 
H-.9*(SQRT(((STRESS!1»NUH>•STRESS(3,MJH» W2.-STRESS (2fNUN)»**2 SSI 697 
1*4.«STRESS(4*NUN>**2)> SSI 698 
SIGHA1-H1-M SSI 699 
SIC(1A3"H1*H SSI 660 
CS-0.5*(SI6NA3*V*(SICNAl*SICfU3H SSI 661 

^••••PROVISION FOR NO TENSION IN MATERIAL SSI 662 
IF (CS.LT.-1.0E-10*PATN) GO TO 92 SSI 663 
IF (NPASS.NE.l.OR .INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO 92 SSI 664 
E • PATH*10.0 SSI 669 
GO TO 99 SSI 666 

52 E-EMODtNTI SSI 667 
G-£/(2.0«(1.0+V)l SSI 668 
BK>G/(1.-2.*V> SSI 669 
DO 4 1-1*4 SSI 670 
•0 4 J«l»4 SSI 671 

4 oti*j)>o.o SSI 672 
IF fNT.LT.6I CO TO 70 SSI 673 
0(lf l)*E*(l.-tf »/((l.*v)*(l.-2.*vn SSI 674 
0(l,Z>*0(l»l>»V/(l.-V> SSI 679 
Dtlf3 >-011,21 SSI 676 
D(2 f1)"D(1*2) SSI 677 
D(2*2>'0(1*1) SSI 678 
0(2* 3J«D(1*2) SSI 6 79 
3(3*1)*011*3) SSI 680 
D( 3•2)"D(2*31 SSI 681 
D(3*3)*D(1*1) SSI 682 
0(4* t)-E/(2.*U. + V>> SSI 683 
CO TO 79 SSI 684 

70 D(L *1)-BK*G SSI 689 
0(1*21*BK-G SSI 686 
0(2,11-0(1,21 SSI 687 
0(2*2>«D(lf1) SSI 688 
D(3* 3)*C SSI 689 

78 IF (NT.£Q.3.AN0.KPA$S.EQ.2t RETURN SSI 690 
79 IF (NT.EQ*6.AND.NPASS.E0.21 RETURN SSI 691 

IF (NT.E0.3.0R.NT.EQ.6> 60 TO 80 SSI 692 
00 119 I"1*L(. SSI 693 
00 119 K-1*10 SSI 694 
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H-0.0 
DO 116 J-1»LL 

116 H-H»D<I»J>*B(J»K> 
115 ES8(I»K»>H 

DO 118 L-l>10 
00 118 K-L#10 
H-0.0 
00 120 I-ifLL 

120 H-H+BtI.LI*ESBCI»K) 
116 S(L#K)-S(UK)+H*A*THK 

IF (JJ.NE.4J 60 TO 81 
00 122 <J*lf 9 
L»J*1 
00 122 K-L»10 

122 S<K»4>-S<J.K» 
61 CONTINUE 

IF (NPASS.E0.3) CO TO 801 
IF (NPASS.EQ.4I RETURN 
GO TO 88 

80 LL-3 
IFINT.E0.6) LL-4 
DO 83 I-1»LL 
DO 83 K-1,6 
H-0.0 
DO 82 J-l»Ll 

62 H«H+D()»B<J»K) 
83 ESB<I,K)«H 

DO 83 L-1,6 
00 85 K-L * 6 
H-0.0 
00 64 I"1»LL 

04 H«H+U(I»L)*ES3(I»K) 
65 S(L»K)-H*A*THK 

00 2 J-l#5 
JP1-J+1 
00 2 K-JP1»6 

2 StK#JI«S(J»K) 
atJ IF (NIT.NE.ll RETURN 

IF (INDEX.EQ.OJ GO TO B01 
IF (INDEX.NE.l.OR.NVAE(NUN).NE.l) RETURN 

601 PLOAO—A*DENSTY(HT)/3.0*THK 
IF INT.E3.5.0R.NT.E0.7) GO TO 106 
P CIPNF«-21-PCIPNF + 2 UPLOAD 
PCI QNF+2) - P(I0NF*2)+PL0AD 
P(IRNF+2)-P(IRNF+2 UPLOAD 
RETURN 

ttOO PLOAO- A*DENSTYlliT)/3.0*THK 
SS(IPNF*2»l)-SStrPNF*2#lUPLOAD 
SS( IQNF*2»1> -SS<IONF+2,1 UPLOAD 
SS(IRNF+2»1>-SS(IRNF+2,1)*PLOAO 
RETURN 

106 IF (NPASS.EQ.3) PLOAO—PLOAD 
TP( 2*11)-TP « 2*11 UPLOAD 
TPt2*JJ)-TP(2*JJ)*PLOAD 
TP(10)«TPC 10 UPLOAD 
RETURN 
END 
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SSI 695 
SSI 696 
SSI 697 
SSI 698 
SSI 699 
SSI 700 
SSI 701 
SSI 702 
SSI 703 
SSI 704 
SSI 705 
SSI 706 
SSI 707 
SSI 708 
SSI 709 
SSI 710 
SSI 711 
SSI 712 
SSI 713 
SSI 714 
SSI 715 
SSI 716 
SSI 717 
SSI 718 
SSI 719 
SSI 720 
SSI 721 
SSI 722 
SSI 723 
SSI 724 
SSI 7Z5 
SSI 726 
SSI 727 
SSI 728 
SSI 729 
SSI 730 
SSI 731 
SSI 732 
SSI 733 
SSI 734 
SSI 735 
SSI 736 
SSI 737 
SSI 738 
SSI 739 
SSI 740 
SSI 741 
SSI 742 
SSI 743 
SSI 744 
SSI 745 
SSI 746 
SSI 747 
SSI 748 
SSI 749 
SSI 7 50 
SSI 751 
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SUBROUTINE STREST 
COHNON /01/ AQ»TP<10),TBt4,10) 
COMMON /Q2/ST(221),SIGHAE(221,21)»PC 1270),STRNC<4) 
CQNHON NUN,NT,HT,NPASS,IPNF,IQNF,IRNF,ISNF,NIT,NINT,STRATI0, 

2AVGX,AVGY,S(1O,1O),B(4»1O)»D(B»0)FESB(8#1O)«DEF{1O), 
3 A, INDEX,PATH,DlilATER,KQUHT,NFLAG 
COHNON EKDD(10),XXI(10J,AREA(10),THICK<10),DENSTY(10), 

2PHIU0),C0H<10),RF(10)#FKI10)»FN(10),PRATI0(10), 
4SS(220,80),P(220),PTEHP(220),DISP(22 0)»X(133),Y(133), NNF(133), 
3 IPC221),IQI221), IR 1221)#IS 1221),NTYPEl221),HATVPE C221)* 
6STRESS(4,221),NVAE(221I,LP(20)»PT(20),N$(60),SSS(4) 
THK-THICKCHT) 
IF (NT.GT.5) THK>6.283185308*AVGX 
IF INPASS.EQ.3.0R.NPASS.EQ.4) GO T3 640 

CALC INC ELHT STRAINS IN HORZ(X), VERT(Y), XY, AND Z DIRECTIONS 
00 55 1-1,2 
DEFCI) -PTEHP(IPNF+I) 
DEF( U2)-PTEHP(I0NF + I) 

S5 OEF(I+4)«PTENP(IRNF+I) 
IF (NT.E0.3.0R.NT.EQ.6) GO TO 2 
0EF(7)»PTEMP(ISNF*1) 
DEF(8)-PTEHP(ISNF*2) 
DEF<9)-ESB(6,l) 
DEF(10)-ESB<7*1) 
00 102 1-1,4 
H-0.0 
00 103 J-1,10 

103 H-H + TBd, J)»OEFCJ ) 
102 ESB d,1)-H 

LL«4 
GO TO 72 

Z LL-3 
IF INT.E9.6) LL*4 
DO 70 I-l.LL 
H«0 .0 
00 69 J*1,6 

t>9 H-H»B(I,J)*DEF (J) 
70 ESB tl,l)-H 

CALC ELHT STRESS IN HORZCX), VERT(Y), XY, AND Z DIRECTIONS 
72 DO 74 1-1,LL 

H-3.0 
00 73 J-1,LL 

73 H-H+OII,J )*ESB(J,I) 
74 STRESS (I,NUN l-STRESSd ,HUM )+H 

IF (INDEX.NE.O) GO TO 75 
ST* ESS(1,NUN)-STRESS(3,NUN) - STRATIO* STRESS(2,NUN) 

CALC TOTAL ELEHENT STRAINS 
DO 60 1-1,2 
DEF (I) -DISPdP^FMI 
DEF(I*2)-DISP(IQNF*I) 

to0 DEF(I*4)«DISP( IRNF + I) 
IF (NT.NE.5.AND.NT.NE.7) GO TO 4 
DEi<(7)-DISP<ISNF*l) 
DEF<B)«DISPCISNF»2) 
DEF (9)-ESB(6»2) 
DEF<10)-ES8C7,2) 
DO 104 1-1,4 
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SSI 752 
SSI 753 
SSI 754 
SSI 755 
SSI 756 
SSI 757 
SSI 758 
SSI 7 59 
SSI 760 
SSI 761 
SSI 762 
SSI 7 63 
SSI 764 
SSI 765 
SSI 766 
SSI 767 
SSI 768 
SSI 769 
SSI 770 
SSI 771 
SSI 772 
SSI 773 
SSI 774 
SSI 775 
SSI 776 
SSI 777 
SSI 77B 
SSI 779 
SSI 7 80 
SSI 781 
SSI 782 
SSI 783 
SSI 784 
SSI 785 
SSI 786 
SSI 787 
SSI 780 
SSI 789 
SSI 790 
SSI 791 
SSI 792 
SSI 793 
SSI 794 
SSI 795 
SSI 796 
SSI 797 
SSI 798 
SSI 7 99 
SSI 800 
SSI 801 
SSI 802 
SSI 803 
SSI 804 
SSI 805 
SSI 806 
SSI 807 
SSI 808 
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H-0.3 SSI 909 
DO 105 J-1,10 SSI 910 

103 H»H*TBCI»J)*DEF(J) SSI 811 
1C4 ES3(7»I)»H SSI 812 

IF(NT.EQ.5I 60 TO 80 SSI 813 
IF(NT.EQ.7> 60 TO 52 SSI 314 

<• LL-3 SSI 815 
IF (NT.EQ.6) LL-4 SSI ai6 
DD 62 1-1,11 SSI 317 
H-0.0 SSI 818 
Da 64 J-1, 6 SSI 819 

64 H«H+B(l,J)*DEF(J) SSI 820 
62 ESB(7,I)"H SSI 821 

IF (NT.E3.3) GO TO 80 SSI 82? 
52 CONTINUE SSI 323 

HI-.5* ((STRESS(1»NUH)+STRESS(3»NUM))/2.*STRESS(2»HUM>I SSI 824 
H«.5*(SQRT(( (STRESS (1,NUM)+STRESS(3, NUN))/2.-STRESS(2,NUN>)**2 SSI 825 

1+4.»*STRESS(4,NUN)**2>) SSI 326 
CALC OF VARIOUS STRESS COMPONENTS SSI 32 7 

SIGMA1»H1-H SSI 82e 
SISNA3-H1»H SSI 329 
SIGAYG-(STRESSIl»NUM)*STRESSI2,NU1)*STRESS(3,NUm/3.0 SSI 830 
SI6HAEF • ((( (STRESS* I,NUM)-SI GAVG)**2) + U STRESS (2 ,NUM) SSI 331 

i-SIGAVG)**2>+({STRESS(3, NUM)-SIGAVG)**2)+((STRESS( 4,NUM) )**2))**• sssr 332 
21*1.224744871 SSI 033 
IF (INDEX *NE .0) GO TO 28 SSI 834 
SIGHAE(NUM,1 )•((<(STRESSC1,NUU-SIGAVGI**21+<(STRESS 12»HUM) SSI 835 

1-SIGAVG>**21*((STRESS(3,NUK)-SIGAVG>**2>+((STRESS(4,NUM) )**2 >)**• 5SSI 336 
21*1.224744371 SSI 937 
GO TO 29 SSI 338 

2o SI3MAE(NUM,K0UNT>-((((STRESS(1,NUM)-SIGAVG)**2)• ((STRESS (2,HUM) SSt 939 
1—SIGAVG)**2I+((STRESS(3»NUM)—SIGAVG)**2)•(<STRESS(4,NUM> ) **2))•*• 5SSI 940 
21*1.224744371 SSI 341 

2? IF (NT.NE.6) GO TO 27 SSI 342 
WRITE (6*24) NT,NUM,AVGX,AVGY,STRESS!1,NUH>,STRESS(2,NUM>, SSI 343 

1STRESS(4,NUM)»STRESS(3,NUH>,ESB(7,1),ESB( 7,2),ESB(7,41,ESB(7,3) SSI 344 
2>SIGi1AltSIGNAEF SSI 345 

<£4 FORMAT UX»ll»*-AXI-T*,5X,I4t2(lX»F9.2),10ilX»E9.3n SSI 946 
GO TO 50 SSI 347 

27 WRITE (6*26) NT,NUN,AVGX,AVGY,STRESSC1»NUM)* STRESS(2,NUM11 SSI 348 
1STRESS(4#NUN),STRESS(3,NUM ),ES8 (7,1),ESB(7,2),ESB(7.4 ) ,€SB( 7, 3 > SSI 349 
2#SIGMA1,SIGNAEF SSI 850 

2b FORMAT tlX,Il,*-AXI-Q*»5X#I4,2<lX,F9.2>»10(lX,E9.3)) SSI 851 
GO TO 50 SSI 852 

C*****HAJOR AND MINOR PRINCIPAL STRESSES SSI 353 
80 Hl-O.5*CSTRESS<1»NUM)•STRESS!2»NUMH SSI 354 

H-.5*(SQRT|(STRESS<1,NUH)-STRESS<2,NUN))**2*4.0*STRESS(3 ,NUH)**2) )SSI 855 
SIGMA1-H1-H SSI 356 
SIGNA3-H1+H SSI 357 
TAUMAX-H SSI 358 
IF (NT.NE.3) GO TO 23 SSI 359 
WRITE (6*201 NT»NUH,AVGX,AVGY,ISTRFSS11,NUH ),1-1,3), SSI 860 

1(ESB(7»I>,1-1,3),SIGMA1.SI6MA3#TAUMAX SSI 361 
20 FORMAT (1X,11,»-TRIM3*,5X,14,2(1X,F9.2>,10(IX,£9.31) SSI 86? 

GO TO 50 SSI 363 
23 WRITE (6,22) NT»NUM,AVGX,AVGY,fSTRESS(I,NUN),I«l,3), SSI 864 
1(ESB(7»I)»I'1,3>,SIGMA1,SIGMA3,TAUMAX SSI 365 
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22 FORMAT (IX,II**-QUAD5*,5X»14,2(IK,F9.2)*10(1X*E9.3)) SSI 966 
50 CONTINUE SSI 967 

TENSION PROVISION SSI 968 
CS».5*(SIGNA3*PRATIQtHT)*(SIGHA3*SIGNAlM SSI 9 69 
IF <CS.IT.CM GO TO 648 SSI 970 
SIGMAE(NUN,K0UNT)"0.0 SSI 971 
00 16 1-1,4 SSI 972 

16 STRESS(I,NU«J»0.0 SSI 973 
WRITE (6*18) NUN SSI 974 

16 FORMAT (4X,*£LENENT N0*,I4»* IS IN TENSION*) SSI 875 
U4b IF (NPASS.NE.4) GO TO 649 SSI 376 

£•****TIME—DEPENDENT SECTION SSI 877 
SI3AVG"(STRESS(1,NUH)*STRESS(2,NUN>+STRESS(3»NUM))/3. SSI 976 
SIGMAEF «((HSTRESS(1#NUM)-SI6AVG)**2)*((STRESS(2»NUM) SSI 079 

l-SIGAVGI**2)+( (STRESS(3» NUH)-SIGAVG1 **2 )•( C STRESS (4,NUM) I**2>)*«.SSSI 880 
21*1.224744871 SSI 881 
F1-($TRESS(1*MUM)—5IGAVGWSIGMAEF SSI 082 
IF (Fl.GT.l.) Fl-1. SSI 983 
F2-(STRESS(2,*tUM»-SIGAVG)/SIGMAEF SSI 984 
IF (F2.GT.1.) F2-1. SSI 885 
F3"{STRESS(3,NUM)-SIGAVG)/SIGMAEF SSI 986 
IF (F3.GT.1.) F3-1. SSI 387 
F4-(STRESS(4,NUM) )/SIGMAEF SSI 880 
IF (F4.GT.1.) F4-1. SSI 889 
STRNC(ll-Fl*ST(NUM)*l«5 SSI 990 
STRNC(2)-F2»ST(NUM1*1.5 SSI 391 
STRNC(3J-F3*ST(NUM)*1.5 SSI 992 
STRNCl4)»F4*ST(NUH)*i.5 SSI 893 
DO 33 I"1 ,4 SSI 894 
H-3.0 SSI 995 
DO 32 J-1,4 SSI 896 

32 H-H+OCIfJl*STRNCtJ) SSI 397 
33 SSS(I>-H SSI 996 

IF (NT.EQ.6t GO TO 36 SSI 899 
MRITE(6*26) NT,NUN*AVGX,AVGY,SSS(1»,SSS(2)*SSS(4)*SSS13),STRNC (1)» SSI 9 00 

lSTRNC(2),STRNC(4),STRNCt3> SSI 901 
GO TO 34 SSI 902 

36 UK ITE(6»24) NT,NUH»AVGX,AVGY,SSS(1)»SSSt2),SSS(4),SSS13)»STRNC(1>,SSI 903 
ISTRNC(2),STRNC(4),STRNC(3) SSI 904 

34 IF (NT.EO.5.OR.NT.EG.7) GO TO 701 SSI 905 
00 710 J-l»6 SSI 906 
OEF(J)"0.0 SSI 907 
DO 710 1-1*4 SSI 908 

710 DEF(J)«OEFt 0>*B(I,J)*SSS II) »A*T-tK SSI 909 
DO 659 1-1,2 SSI 910 

C*»»*»FORCES THAT REPRESENT THE EFFECT OF TIME SSI 911 
PC(IPNF*I)-PC(IPNF*I)+DEF(1) SSI 912 
PCt IQNF + l)-PCtIQNF*I)«-DEF(I*2) SSI 913 

659 PC(IRNF+I)-PC(IRNF+I)*DEF(1*4) SSI 914 
RETURN SSI 915 

701 00 720 .1-1*10 SSI 916 
TP(J)-0.0 SSI 917 
00 720 1-1,4 SSI 918 

720 TP(J)-TPIJ)+,T8(1,J)*SSS(I) *A0*THK SSI 919 
RETURN SSI 920 

649 IF (NT aE3a5.0R.NT.EQ.7l GO TO 658 SSI 921 
LL-3 SSI 922 
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IF (NT. E 3 . 6 )  LL-4 SSI <>23 
DO 650 J-l»6 SSI 924 
OEF{J)-0.0 SSI 925 
OD 650 I-1#LL SSI 926 

bid DEF{J)"0EF(J)+B(I»4)*STRESSII»NUN)*4*THK SSI 927 
00 656 1-1.2 SSI 92B 
SStIPNF»I»l>-SStIPNF+I#l)+DEFt I> SSI 929 
SS(lQNF + l,l»-SS(IONF + I,l)fOEF <I + 2) 5SI 930 

6J>6 SSI IRNF + 1,11-SSI I RNF+ !,!)• DEFU**> SSI 931 
RETURN SSI 932 

b>b 00 652 J-ltlO SSI 933 
TP(J)•0.0 SSI 934 
DO 652 1-1,4 SSI 935 

c>52 TPCJ)-TP(JI*T8(I#J>*STRESSCI.NUHI»A3*THK SSI 936 
RETURN SSI 937 
END SSI 93G 
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SUBROUTINE STORE 
COMMON NUK»HT#NTfNPASS#IPNF*IOHF»IR4F»ISNF#NIT»NINT»STRATIO» 

2AVGX»AVGY»S(10»10)fB(4#10)»D(8»B),ESBC8#10).DEF(10I» 
3At INDEX»PATM*DWATER.KOUNT»NFLAG 
COMMON Eft0D«10)»XXH10), AREA(10), THICK fl0),0ENSTY( 10) t 

2PHI(10)»COHtlO)»RF(10)fFK(10)»FN(10)rPRATIO(lO), 
4SS(220»80)»P(2ZO)»PTENPt220),OISP(220),X(133)»Y[133)»NNF(133). 
5IP(221), 101221 )»IR( 221)# IS (221 >*NTYS>Et 221) ,MATYPE (221 it 
6STRESS(4#221)rNVAE(221)»LP(20)*PT(20)rNS(60)pSSSt4) 
DIMENSION PI ( 8) 

C#*»»*STQRE UPPER HALF OF SYMMETRICAL STIFFNESS ARRAY FOR ELEMENT 
BANOED CQLUHN 

GO TO (1#2»3,4»4#3»4»2> NT 
C*****BAR ELEMENT 

1 DO 8 I«l»2 
M(I) «IPNF*I 

(1 M(I*2)»I0NF+I 
L-'t 
GO TO 15 

C*»*»*5EAN ELEiENT 
2 DO 10 I"l»3 

M(I)-IPNF*I 
10 M(I+3>«I3NF*I 

L-6 
GO TO 15 

0»»»»TRIM3 ELEMENT 
3 00 11 1*1>2 

M(I)»IPNFtI 
M( I*2)* IQNF* I 

11 M(1+4)-IrtNF+I 
L«i 
GO TO 15 

^••••INTERFACE • QUADS ELEMENT 
4 DO 13 1*112 

Mil) •IPNF+I 
M (I+2)"IONF +1 
M( 1*4) -IRNF+I 

13 rt(1*61-ISNF+I 
L"8 

Id DO 20 I-1»L 
II»H(I) 
DO 20 J-1*L 
IJ-M(J) 
IF (II.GT.IJ) GO TO 20 
KK»IJ-II»1 
SSCII»KK)-SS(II,KK)+S(IrJ) 

20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SSI 939 
SSI 940 
SSI 9*1 
SSI 942 
SSI 943 
SSI 944 
SSI 945 
SSI 946 
SSI 947 
SSI 940 
SSI 949 
SSI 950 
SSI 951 
SSI 952 
SSI 953 
SSI 954 
SSI 955 
SSI 956 
SSI 957 
SSI 956 
SSI 959 
SSI 960 
SSI 961 
SSI 962 
SSI 963 
SSI 964 
SSI 965 
SSI 966 
SSI 967 
SSI 96P 
SSI 969 
SSI 970 
SSI 971 
SSI 972 
SSI 973 
SSI 974 
SSI 975 
SSI 976 
SSI 977 
SSI 978 
SSI 9 79 
SSI 980 
SSI 981 
SSI 992 
SSI 983 
SSI 984 
SSI 985 
SSI 986 
SSI 987 
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SUBROUTINE EQSOL (A»B»N»NBW) 
C»***BANOED GAUSS ELIMINATION ON UPPER HALF OF SYMMETRICAL MATRIX 

DIMENSION A(Z20>30)rB(220l 
00 1 I«1#N 
D- A(I,1> 
IF (ABS(D».LT.1.0E-14> WRITE (6»2) It 9 

I FORMAT U4X,•COEFFICIENT «»I4»* ON DIAGONAL - »,E11.4> 
DO 3 L-2»NBW 
C"A(I * L)/D 
IF <C.EO.O.O) GO TO 3 
M«I+L—1 
J-0 
DO 4 K"L»NOW 
J-J+l 

4 AtM»J)*A(MrJ(-A(IrK)*C 
AditL) «C 

3 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
00 30 I"1»N 
00 20 L>2,NBW 
IF <A(I>L I.EO.Ot GO TO 20 
M«I+L—1 
BCrt)"BCM)-BtI)*A(I» L) 

i0 CONTINUE 
3 C B(I)"B(I)/A(I»1> 

DO 6 I"2 » N 
J-N+l-I 
DO *> L»2»NBW 
IF (A(J»L).EQ.O> GO TO 5 
H"J•L-l 
5(J)-B(J>-A(J*L)*B(M) 

S. CONTINUE 
b CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

02/26/B1 

SSI 9 9 B 
SSI 909 
SSI 990 
SSI 991 
SSI 992 
SSI 993 
SSI 994 
SSI 995 
SSI 996 
SSI 997 
SSI 998 
SSI 999 
5511000 
5511001 
5511002 
5511003 
5511004 
5511005 
SSUOOfa 
SSI1307 
ssiiaoB 
SSI10 09 
5511010 
5511011 
5511012 
5511013 
SSI 1014 
5511015 
5511016 
5511017 
ssiioie 
5511019 
5511020 
SSI10 2 1 
SSI1022 
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SUBROUTINE COMD (A»B) 
DINENSION A(10*10)»B(10) 
00 2 I"l# 9 
Cl-A« I»10)/A(10,10t 
B(II*B(I>-C1*3(10) 
DO 2 J"1» 9 

2 A(I»J)"A(I»J)-C1*A(10»J> 
03 4 1*1» 8 
C1"A(I,9»/AC9,9> 
Btn-Bll»-C1«B(9) 
DO 4 J-1.8 

4 A<I»J)-A(I»J)-C1*A19,J) 
RETURN 
END 
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5511023 
5511024 
SSI102 5 
SSI1026 
SSI19 27 
SSI102B 
SSI1029 
SSI10 30 
5511031 
5511032 
SSI1333 
SSI10 34 
SSI1035 
SSI10 36 
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S~aROUTlNE AXISHl 
COM~ON /Q2/STCZ21),SIG~AECZZ1,2l),pC C270),STRNCC .. ) 
CO~~ON NU~.~r,~T.~PASS,IPNF,IQNF,IR~F,IS~F,~IT,MI~T,STRATIO, 

2AVGX,AVGY,SClO,lOl,BC4,10),0(B,8),ES8(8,lO),OEFClOl, 
3A, INOEX,PAT",OWATER,KOUNT,NFLAG 
CO~MON EMODClO),XXIC10),AREAC10),THICKClOI,OENSTYC10), 

2 PH I ( 1 J ) , C 0 H ( l 0 ) , R F C 1 0) , F K ( 10) , FN ( l 0) , P RAT I 0 ( 1 0) , 
4SS(220,80),P(220),PTEMPC220J,OISPCZ20),X(l33l,YC133J,NNF(l33), 
5IPC2Zl),IQ(22l),IRCZ2l),JSCZ2lltNTY~EC2Z1J,~ATYPECZ21J, 
bST~ESSC4,ZZlJ,NVAEC2ZlltlPCZOJ,PTC20),NSC60),SSSC4l 

DIMENSION SRCb,bJ 
IPP•IP(NUI'1) 
IQQ•IQCNUM) 
IPNf•NNFCIPPl 
IQNf•NNFC IQQ) 
Xl•X(IQQ)-X( lPP) 
Yl•YCIQQJ-YCIPPl 
El•SQRT(XL*Xl+Yl*YLJ 
AVGXz(X(lPPJ+XCIJJ))/2. 
AVGY=CYCIPP)+Y(IyJ))/2. 
HT•PUTYPE CNUI'1 l 
E•E"D001Tl 
V•PRATIOC~Tl 
THr<•THlCKC1'1Tl 
PIE=3.1415~2b54 

00•2.*THK*PIE*EL*AVGX*E/(l.-V*VI 
SP=YL/H 
CP•Xl/El 
DO 40 Jsl,b 
DO t,() J•l,6 

40 ESS(I,JJ•O. 
ESB(l,ll•SP 
ESB(l,2l•CP 
ESB C z, ll •CP 
ESBCZ,ZJs-SP 
ES!}(3,3l•l. 
ES8C4,4l•ES8Cl,ll 
ES8C~,5l•ESBC1,2J 
ES~C5,~)•ESBC2,1) 
ESB(5,5)•ES8(2,2) 
ES3Cb,b)•ES8C3,3J 
IF CNPASS.EQ.1) GO TO 21 
0[) 20 1•1 ... 
DO 20 J•l•4 

20 OCI,JI•O. 
0(1,1J•E/Cl.-V•VI 
O(l,Z)•O(l,l)*V 
0(2,1)•0(1,2) 
0(2,2J•0(1,1) 
0(),3)s0(l,l)*THK•*3/12. 
0(3,1tJ•0(3,3)*V 
0(4,3)•0(3,4) 
0(4,4)•0(3,3) 
IF CNPASS.EO.Z) ~ETURN 

C****cXPllCIT STIFFNESS ~ATRIX FOR THE AXISY""ETRIC SHEll ELEI'1FNT 
21 CP•Yl/El 

SP•Xl/El 
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S511037 
SS I l ~ 3 8 
S$11039 
SSI1040 
SSilO .. l 
SSI1042 
SSI 1()4 3 
SSI1044 
SSI 10 It I) 
SSI104b 
SSI101t7 
SSH04B 
SSI 10 4 q 
SSI1050 
SS I 10 51 
SSI1052 
SSI1053 
SSI1054 
SSI1055 
SSI105b 
SSI1057 
SSI1()58 
SSI105Q 
SS I 10 6 0 
SS I 10 b 1 
SSI1062 
SSI1063 
SSI1064 
SSI1065 
SSI 10 bb 
SSI1067 
SSI1J6e 
SSI1069 
SSI1()70 
SSI1071 
SSJ1()7Z 
SSI107~ 
SSI1074 
SSI1175 
SSill76 
SSI1077 
S$11078 
S$11079 
SSI1080 
SSilOBl 
SSI1082 
SSI1083 
S$11064 
SSI1085 
SSI108b 
SSI1087 
SSI1088 
SSil'J89 
SSI1090 
SSI1091 
SSI1092 
SSI1093 
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26 

42 
41 

44 
43 

S(l»l1»D0*(.3714285*CP*CP/IAVGX»*2)*THK*THK/6L**4+1.20*THK*THK»SP*SSI10 94 
1SP/(12*EL*EL*AVGX**2)> SSI1095 
S(lf2)-00*(-V*CP/(EL*AVGX*2.>•7,»CP*SP/<AVGX**2*20.)» SSI10 96 
SI1»3)"DD*ICP*CP*EL/(19«09092*AVGX**2)*THK*THK/(2*EL**3>*SP*SP» SSI1097 
lTHK*THK/(120.*EL*AVGX**2>) SSI1098 
StIf4)-DE>*(.12857l*CP*CP/(AVGX**2)-THK*T4K/El**4-1.2»THK*THK*SP SSI1099 
1*SP/(12*AVGX**2*EL**3)> SSI1100 
SClf5)«00*(V*CP/(2»*EL*AVGX)»SP*CP*«15/UVGX**2)) SSI1101 
St 1#6)-DD*(CP*CP*EL/ C-32.30764*AVGX**2 >*THK*THItM2»EL*»31 • SSI1102 
ITHK*TKK*SP*SP*.1/<12.*EL*AVGX**2)) SSI1103 
S(2,2>-00*(1./<EL*EM-V*SP/(EL*AVGX) +SP**2/t3.*AVGX**2)) SSI 1104 
S(2»3)«DD*l-V*CP/(12*AVGX)+EL*CP*SPS(20.*AVGX**2)) SSI1105 
S(2»41«00*(-V*CP/(2.*EL*AVGX)+3.*SP*CP/(20.*AVGX**2>» SSI1106 
S(2»5)"DD*(-1,/(EL*EL}* SP*SP/(6*AVGX**2») SSI1107 
S(2»6>-00*( V*CP/(12.*AVGXKEL*SP»CP/< 30.*AVGX**2») SSI110B 
S(3>3l-DD*(.542857*EL»EL*CP*CP/<AVGX**2)+THK*THK/(3.*EL*EL) SSI1109 
l-V*THK*THK*SP/(12.*AVGX*EU+THK*THK*Sl>*SP/ (90.*AVGX**2} ) SSI 1110 
S(3,41»DD*IEL*CP*CP*.030952/(AVGX**2 J-THK*THK/C 2.*EL**3>-THK* SSI1111 
1 THK* SP+SP*.1/(12.*El*AVGX**2I) SSI1112 
S(3#5)«0D*(V*CP/(12.*AVGXI•EL*SP*CP/(30.*AVGX**2)) SSI1113 
S(3»6)«DD*(-EL*CP*CP/(140.*AVGX**2>fTHK*THK/ (6.*El*EL>-THK*THK* SSI 1114 
1SP*SP/1360.*AVGX**2) > SSI1115 
S(4»4)-D0*(.37142857*CP*CP/(AVGX**2)•THK*THK/(EL**4)•THK*THK* SSI1116 

1SP*SP*1.2/(12.*EL*EL*AVGX**2> » SSI1117 
S(4#5)»DD*(V*CP/(2*EL*AVGX) + SP*CP*«3 5MAVGX**2)t SSI 1118 
S(4 » 6)*—S(If 3) SSIll19 
S(5»5) "DO*C l./(EL*EL(+-V*SP/CEL*AWGX) +SP*SP/(3.*AVGX**21) SSI 112 0 
Sl5f6)"DD*I-V*CP/(12.*AVGXI-EL*CP*SP/(20.*AVGX**2>) SSI1121 
S{6»6J«0D*tEL*EL*CP*CP/(105»*AVGX**2)+TH<*THK/(3.*EL*EL>+THK*THK* SSI1122 
1V*SP/C12*EL*AVGX>•THK*THK*SP*SP /<90.*AVGX»*2)) SSI1123 
•• 26 J"1f 5 SSIll24 
JP1-J+1 SSI1129 
00 26 K*JP1# 6 SSIll26 
S(K »J)*SIJ»< ) SSIll27 
DO 41 I»l»6 SSIll28 
00 41 J»lt6 SSI1129 
H»0. SSIll30 
OQ 42 K*1r6 SSI1131 
H"H*StI»K)*ES3tK»J) SSIll32 
SRt:»J)-H SSIll33 
OD 43 I«l»6 SSIll34 
00 43 J»l#6 SSIll35 
H»J. SSIll36 
00 44 K»l»6 SSI1137 
H«H*ESB(K#I)*SR<K»J> SSI113B 
S (I > J)«H SSIll39 
RETURN SSIll40 
END SSI1141 
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SUBROUTINE SAXIS SSI114 2 
COMMON / AXIS/ TB<4»6) SSI1143 
COMMON /Q2/STI221)*SIGMAE(221*211*PCtZ70J* STRNC14) SSI1144 
COMMON NUM,NT,HT*»iPASS»IPHF,IQNF»IRNF* ISNF *NIT*NINT*STRATIO* SSI1145 
2AVGX*AVGY»S(10*10)»B<4*10)*D<B*B)*£SB(8*10 )* DEF(10)* SSIll46 
3 A, INDEX*PATM*DWATER*KOUNT»NFLAG SSI1147 
COMMON EM0D(10)»XXI(lOI»AREA(lO>fTHICK(101 *DENSTY(10)* SSI 1148 
2PH1 (10)*CQH(10)»RF(10)*FM10)*FN(10) *PRATI 0<10>» SSIll49 
4SSt220*80>*PI220)*PTEMP(220)*DISP(2?0> *X(1 331*YC133>*NNF(133)» SSI1150 
5IP(221)*IQ(221>*IR(221)*IS (2211*NTY"* E<Z21) *MATYPE1221J * SSIll51 
6STRESS(4*221J*NVAE(221)»IP<20)*PT(23 >* NS(60)*SSS(4) SSIll52 
DI1ENSI0N BB(4*6*5)» STRAIN (4) *S114# 51 SSIll53 
DATA Sl/20*0>/ SSIll54 
DATA BB /120*0*/ SSIll55 
1PP*IP(NUM) SSIll56 
lQO>ia<KUM) SSI1157 
XL-XUQ3)-Xl IPP) SSIll5 8 
YL-YllaQ)-Y(IPP) SSIll59 
EL-SaRT(Xt*XL+YL*YL) SSI1160 
R-S, VCX SSIll61 
CP-YL/EL SSI1162 
SP-XL/EL SSI1163 
OD 5 1-1*4 SSIll64 
DO 5 J • 1 * 6 SSIL165 
B(I*J)-0. SSIll66 
00 3 1-1*3 SSI1167 
DEFU)-PTEHPIIPNF + I> SSI1168 
DEFU + 3J-PTEHPCIQNF + I) SSI1169 
DO 11 1*1*5 SSI1170 
AA»I—1 SSIll71 
C-AA/4. SSIll72 

'•MATRIX B DEFINED AT 5 POINTS ALONG THE ELEMENT SSI1173 
BB(l»l»I>«(l.-3.»C*C+2.*C**3)*CP/R SSIll74 
BB(1*2*I)•(1a-C)»SP/R SSI1175 
BB(1*3*11*EL*( C—2 •*C*C*XM3) *CP/R SSI1176 
BB(2*2«I>— l./EL SSIll77 
BB(3*1*1)"(6.*C-6.*C*C»«SP/(R*EL» SSI1178 
BB(3»3*I)*(~1> •4«*C—3»*C*C J *SP/ft SSI1179 
BB(4,l»I>-(6.-12.*C>/lEL*EL> SSIll80 
BB(4,3»I)«(4.-6.*C)/EL SSI 1181 
BB(1»4»I>«<3.*C*C-2.«C**3J*CP/R SSI 1182 
BB(1*5»I)«C*SP/R SSIll83 
BB(1»6,I)«EIM-C*C*C**3I*CP/R SSI1184 
BB(2* 5*I)*1•/EL SSI1185 
BBt3»^»i)-l-6.*C*6.»C*C)«SP/tR*EL » SSIll86 
BB(3*6*II-t2.*C-3.«C*C)*SP/R SSIll87 
BB(4*4*I>"C-6.-H2.»C >/(EL*EL» ssmee 
BB(4#6*I)"{2.-6.*C>/EL SSI1189 
DO 12 1-1*4 SSIll90 
DO 12 J«l*6 SSIll91 
TB( I*J1*0. SSIll92 
DO 13 L«l*5 SSI1193 
DO 9 1*1*4 SSI1194 
DO 9 J«l*6 SSIll95 
TBII*J)-BB(I.J*L> SSI1196 
DO 14 1-1*4 SSI1197 
DO 14 J-l»3 SSI1198 
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H-0. SSI1199 
00 15 K-1,3 SSI1200 

li> H-H*TB<I#K»*ESB(K»J) SST1201 
14 BCI#J)-H SSI12 02 

00 16 1-1,4 SSI1203 
00 16 J-4#6 SSI1204 
H-0. SSI12 05 
00 17 K-4#6 SSI 12 06 

17 H-H+TB(I#K)*ESBCK»J) SSI1? 07 
16 B(I»J I"H SSI120B 

00 20 I-1,4 SSU209 
H-0. SSI1210 
00 21 J-1.6 SSI12U 

21 H-H+BCI»J >*DEF(J> SSI1212 
20 SMIiLI'H SSI1213 
13 CONTINUE SSI 1214 

SIMPSON RULE TO AVERAGE THE STRAINS SSI1215 
DO IB 1-1*4 SSI1216 

lb STRAINU>-iSllI»ll*4.*Sl CI# 2)* 2.+Sl(I» 3)*4.*S1(I»4>*S1CI» 5 J>/12. SSI1?17 
00 22 I -1 #4 SSI1?18 
H-0. SSI1219 
00 23 J-1,4 SSI1220 

23 H-H+OCI,J>*STRAIN(J) SSI1221 
22 STRESStI»NUN)-STRESStI»NUH)*H SSI1222 

IF (INDEX.NE.2) GO TO 30 SSI1223 
SIGKAE(NUH J-STRE3 S(2#NUM)—STRESSC1»NUM) SSI1Z24 

30 WRITE*6,10) NT»NlJH, AVGX» AVGY,(STRESS CI» NUHJ,1-1,4) SSI1225 
10 FORIAT(IX »11»*—AXI-S*#5X»I4 ,21IX, F9. 2) , 8CIX# E9.3 )) SSI1226 

RETURN SSI12 2 7 
END SSH228 
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SUBROUTINE HEAD SSI1229 
WRITE (6#147) SSI1230 

147 F0RNAT(1H1#*1-BAR*»5X#*ELE NO*#5X#*AVG-X*#5X#*AVG-Y*#1 X» SSI1231 
1*AXIAI F0RCE*#6X#*STRESS*#6X»*STRAI1*) SSI1232 
WRITE (6»148) SSI1Z33 

148 FORMAT C/1X#*2-BEAM**4X»*ELE N0*»5X»•AVG-X*»5X#*AVG-Y*#4X# S5I1234 
l*M0MENT-P*#4X»*H0NENT-a*#lX#*AXIAL FORCE*»5X#*SHEAR-P*#5X* SSU2 3 5 
2*SHEAR-G») SSI1236 
WRITE <6#149> SSI12 37 

149 FORMAT I/IX#»3-T«IH3*#3X#*6LE NO*#5X#*AVG-X*# 5X#*AVG-Y*#2X> SSU238 
1*STRES$-X*#2X»*STRESS-Y*»1X»*STRESS-XY*,2K,*STRESS-Z*» SSI12 39 
22X#*STRAlN-X*#2Xt*STRAIN-Y*#1X#*STRAIM-XY*# SSI12 4 0 
33X»*SIGHA-I*#1X#*SIGHA-III*#1X,*MAX-SHEAR*) SSI1241 
WRITE (6*190) SSI1242 

150 FORMAT I/1X#*4—INFACE*#2X#*EIE N0*#5 X# *AVG-X*#5X,*AVG-Y*# 4X» SSU243 
1*ST RES—SHR*#2X#*STRES-NORM*#2X#*DISP—SHR*» 3X#*DISP—NORM*I SSI1244 
WRITE (6#151) SSI1245 

i»l FORMAT {/IX#*5—0UAD5*# 3X #*ELE N0*#5X#*AVS-X*##5X#*AVG-Y*#2X# SSI1246 
1*STR£SS-X*#2X»*STRESS—Y*»1X#*STRESS-XY*»2X#*STRESS-Z*# SSI12 47 
22X# *S TRAIN-X** 2X» *STRAIN—Y*»IX#*STRAIN-XY* » SSI1248 
33X#*SIGNA-I*#1X»*SI6MA—III*#1X#*MAX-SHEAR*) SSI12 49 
WRITE (6#192) SSI1290 

ii2 FORMAT (/IX# *6-AXI-T* #3X #*ELE NO* »5X #*AVS-X*# 5X»*AVG-Y*» 3X» SSX1251 
1*STRES-X*#3X»*STRES-Y*,2X#*STRES-XY*»3X»*STRES-Z*»4X,*STRN-X*#4X# SSI12 5Z 
2*STRM-Y*#3XP*STRH-XY*#4X#*STRN-Z*.2X,*SI5HA-I*,* SIGHA-FFF*) SSI1253 
WRITE (6,153) SSI1254 

153 FORMAT (/1X»*7-AXI-Q*#3X,*ELE NO*»5X#*AVG-X*,5X»*AVG-Y*,3X# SSI1255 
1*STRES-X*#3X#*5TRES-Y*#2X»*STRES-XY*#3X»*S TRES—2*# 4X» *STRN-X*»4X# SSI1256 
2*S TRN—Y*# 3X#*STRN-XY*#4X#*STRN—Z*#2X »*SIGNA-I*»* SIGHA-EFF*> SSI1257 
WRITE(6#154) SSI1258 

134 F0RMAT(/1X#*8-AXI-S*#3X#*ELE NO* » 5X» *AVG-X*» 5X#*A VG-Y*» 3X# SSI1259 
1*STRES—X* # 3X»*STRES—Y*» 2X#*HDMENT—X*»2X,*MO«ENT-Y*»4Xt SSI12 60 
2////) SSI1261 
RETURN SSt12 62 
END SSI12 63 
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